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Musical Marks End
of Theatrical Era
By LAUREN TURLIK
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

Theatre in London, their eighth
Savoy Opera. Princess Ida is an
operetta that differs from an ordiWith additional reporting by Lila nary opera in the sense that it combines singing and dialogue rather
Claghorn '08.
than an opera that is completely
, Once upon a time in an unspeci- composed of songs. The story is
fied land there lived two kings based on Alfred Lord Tennyson's
(Hildebrand and Gama) who prom- poem The Princess. Both the poem
ised each other that their children, and the operetta are written in blank
only one year old at the time, would verse, a type of poetry in a regular
wed in twenty years. It is now "20 meter but with no regular rhyme
years later" and time for Professor scheme. This is the only Gilbert and
of Music Gerald Moshell's final Sullivan piece entirely written in
Trinity's Annual Spring Musical blank verse and performed in three
acts.
Princess Ida to begin.
Although the original Princess
Princess Ida was written by
W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan Ida does not take place in a speciand originally opened in 1884. It is fied year, Director Gerald Moshell
part of a series of comedic operas chose to update the show to a more
and operettas by Gilbert and Sullivan that premiered at the Savoy
see ARTS on page 16

One of the Little Rock
Nine Speaks at Trinity
Trickey Addresses
the Issue of
Desegregation

air and catching it with her mouth.
A few minutes later, she swallowed
it. When the bus arrived, she had no
way of paying and the driver would
not let her board. A black woman,
By GRIHA SINGIA
sitting in a rear seat, was kind and
PM'ATtmBS WRITER
offered to pay, but she did not move
On Sept. 25, 1957, nine black from her seat. Years later, Trickey
teenagers from Arkansas, protected realized that this woman was not
by 1,200 members of the 101st Air- allowed to walk to the front of the
borne Division of the National bus to pay for Trickey's fare because
Army, pushed their way through a of segregation laws.
mob of protestors into Little Rock
In May of 1954, in Brown v.
Central High School, desegregating Board of Education, the Supreme
an all-white institution. This past Court of the Um'ted States ruled that
Thursday, Minnijean Brown Trick- having separate facilities for differey, the most militant of the nine, ent races was unconstitutional.
spoke to an audience of Trinity stu- Trickey began, "I didn't notice that
dents, sharing her experiences about decision with any excitement."
this event that changed history.
What she did remember, however,
Racism in the 1950s dominated was hearing about the lynching of a
much of Arkansas society. As Trick- young black girl. She continued,
ey said, "Segregation is about exclu- "She was the same age as me. That
sion. Then and now, it is exclu- could have been me."
In the Fall of 1957, Arkansas
sion." Her first memorable experience with segregation, which she finished building the Horace Mann
relayed to students, occurred when High School, the new learning place
she was very young. One day, while for black teenagers. Chosen along
waiting for the bus to arrive, six- with eight other students, Trickey
year-old Trickey was playing with
her bus fare, throwing a coin into the
see MINNIJEAN on page 13

Edwin C. Pratt

Devin Romanul '07 (clockwise from left), Patrick Greene '07, and Douglas Goodman '06 star in Princess Ida.

Mixed Reviews for Mixed Dorms
Life Amy DeBaun, say they haven't
determined whether to expand or
strike the program. However, they
The first iate^f&tica^0£ Bxst yepr both agree that it is worth experihalls in over a decade is drawing menting with the changes. "Ultimixed reviews from students and mately, I want to provide the best
administrators. In a pilot program living opportunities to our students
for what administrators call a way to and do not want to rule out certain
increase the intellectual environ- options just because of a vocal
ment of first-year halls, Funston and minority," commented DeBaun.
The changes certainly have garElton have housed sophomores, juniors, and seniors along with fresh- nered one. Elton Resident Assistant
Stacy Raboin '08 lived in Elton dur-.
men this year.
Hotly contested last year by a ing her first year, and says for the
First Year Council that included cur- freshmen girls on her floor, it's riot
rent sophomore class president the same. "I don't think they're getAndrew Pedro '08, the change has ting the full freshmen experience.
not convinced its most vociferous There are freshmen mistakes that I
opponents that integration is a good think they need to experience
idea. Says Pedro, "When they together," she said. "The upperclasspitched it to us I think they thought men are just kind of over those
students would go for it, but we felt things, and aren't going to have any
strongly that it would detract from sympathy for [freshmen]."
the first year experience, and I think
"Funston is a mess," she adds,
it has."
"Upperclassmen would be throwing
Two of the change's biggest pro- parties at the beginning of the year
ponents, Dean of Students Fred that freshmen got involved in. It just
Alford, and Head of Residential didn't get them off on the right
By ALEC MacCOLL
NEWS WRITER

see FUTURE on page 4
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Pinkeye Outbreak

The Death Penalty

Student Play

90 cases reported over the past
three weeks; Health Center says
the conjunctivitis outbreak is preventable and under control.

First annual Fred Pfeil lecture
focuses on the death penalty as
viewed and written on by the late
Professor Pfeil.

David Calder's show Dinner
Games wows the audience with
a dramatic portrayal of two
couples.
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Trinity's Future
A departing senior offers his take
on what Trinity needs to improve
on in the coming years
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Minnijean Trickey, a member of the Little Rock Nine, recounted her experiences
with segregation and expressed her thoughts on racism to Trinity students.

foot."
This view contrasts sharply with
what Pedro says the goals of the
integration were. "They want to
lower transfers, obviously, and create a more intellectual environment," he commented. "If the freshmen in Funston and Elton aren't getting that, then the changes aren't
working."
First Year Program Director
Margaret Lindsey believes that
Pedro and the First Year Council last
year did a good job of anticipating
the impact of integrated housing.
"My impression of how it's gone is
that upperclassmen have had little
impact as far as' creating a more
intellectual dorm life," she said. "I
think the freshmen on the panel last
year made an accurate prediction:
there is no magic aura of the sophomores that rubs off on freshmen."
Alford says the bit of anecdotal
information he has received about
Funston has shown concern for
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Letters to the Editor
ligent conversation? In Tutorial | why, as Narin will tell you, no one
it means formulating connec- brings issues to him or to the
tions between seemingly dis- SGA. No one "talks", in this
parate
texts and carrying conver- sense, on Trinity's campus. This
To the Editor:
Twice a month "multicultur- sations beyond the classroom to journalistic trash of "flubbdugal" organizations gather together the elevator, the common room, gery" and of "[baking Narin] into
as a council adjunct to the Stu- the bathroom, and the hallways. a tasty apple pie, and then slowly
Simply put, this is a unique [backing] the rear left wheel of
dent Government Senate. The
program.
The reading list and my car over it all the while blastMulticultural Affairs Council
(MAC) is charged three big and subsequent class discussions ing techno music" was so incredibold initiatives: pi"omote multi- offer an uncommon diversity of bly beside the point that it made
culturalism and diversity, create ideas. Reading the same books me sick to read.
This is exactly what bashing
an environment that is supportive and critiquing the ideas therein
and comfortable through dia- foster a whole new respect for someone anonymously on the
logue and forums, and to unify people and ideas of all dimen- Daily Jolt is all about; it makes
the community around a mindset sions. While Tutorial is not an the author feel good about himhonors program, it is a program self, secure in himself, never
that is inclusive and aware.
Eleven organizations are cur- for academically motivated and opening himself up to an approrently represented on MAC: intellectually engaged students. priate response. In this article,
Trinity College Black Women's Thus, one does not simply regur- Walters calls for communication
Organization, Men of Color gitate the text, but critically in a manner that discourages comAlliance, Muslim Student Asso- engages with it. It is a reciprocal munication.
CHRISTOPHER MOORE
ciation, Imani (Black Student I learning experience, as profesCLASS OF 2006
Union), La Voz Latina, Asian sors and students learn together.
American Student Association, In contrast to the dead silence
Tutorial
Forms
Caribbean Student Association, that characterizes some class disLasting Bonds
the Women's Center, Eros (Queer cussions, Tutorial's vibrant primary
seminars
feature
constant
To the Editor:
Student Union), Hillel (Jewish
Our Tutorial quad consists of a
Student Union), and the Arabic debates. If you feel like this
campus is in any way apathetic, hippy-feminist, a poet-slash-hockey
Club.
We have a strong cabinet. Tutorial will be a refreshing player, an overly-ambitious econ
major and a maternal rugby player
(Secretary & Treasurer for Cohe- experience for you.
Another component of the from NorCal. Our living together
sion-Charae Warner '06, Residential Fellow for Appointments program is the individual proj- was not premeditated, but wholly
and Curriculum-Marvin Pierre ect, which, is the student's chance serendipitous and fabulously fated.
'06, Residential Fellow for to explore an issue that he/she Our incongruities and unexpected
Development and Support- has encountered. Some of this similarities are the highlight of our
year's projects include: "The War Tutorial experience. We represent a
Dionne Gordon '08.)
The major issues on our on Drugs," "Witches and smaller microcosm of Tutorial.
agenda include: an assessment of Wicca," "Patriarchy and Frater- Tutorial is diverse, from the huge
progress toward mission state- nities," and "The Bystander reading list to the people in it. What
Some
Tutorialites creates community and joins all us
ment goals, building co-sponsor- Effect."
approach
this
project
as an divergent pieces together is a genships, strengthening MAC execopportunity
to
explore
the
Hart- uine desire to read, learn, and interutive, boards, deconstructing the
lack of community On campus, ford community. Additionally, act in an unconventional and
ensuring necessary academic others pursue creative endeavors inevitably enriching manner. Few
support, promoting the recruit- such as writing comic books and other classes can boast this. Yeah,
ment of quality multicultural stu- film scripts. The individual proj- there are people you don't agree
dents, professors and faculty, ect allows students the time and with or who may not appear on your
raising the visibility and effec- motivation to realize their goals. buddy list, but Tutorial is your
The deadline for next year's opportunity to get to know people,
tiveness of our programming,
Tutorial
class has been extended even people you wouldn't normally
and calling for an honest assessto
March
15. This Thursday, engage.
ment of the needs of the Office of
As a result, Tutorial students
Multicultural Affairs and the March 9, at 7 p.m. Tutorial stur
state of diversity on-campus by dents will be hosting a meet-n- have unique perspective of the largthe administration. The question greet in the Commons room (on er Trinity mosaic. Choosing to live
is not "What do we have to the first floor of Summit East). together presented the four of us
lose?" but "What do we have to Come eat pizza and talk about with the opportunity to not only
Tutorial with us!
know each other better, but to know
gain?"
each other's friends better as well.
I invite all people to provide
We
are always in pursuit of discusDANCOSGROVE
input or experiences with diverALISSA PHILLIPS sion and debate, whether it's three in
sity
by
emailing
CLASS OF 2008 the afternoon or three in the mornanthony.riley@trincoll.edu. We
ing. Name a topic, we've covered it:
need to tear down the walls of
Walters
capitalism,
cultural relativity,
fear that strangle a sense of comMiscommunicates female orgasm, career ambitions,
munity, inclusive awareness, and
etc.
• the possibility for social interac- To the Editor:
The article "SGA not Fulfilling
What's best about Tutorial is that
tions between groups from different cohorts. Keep your eyes Duty to Students" by Ed Walters you live with who you work with.
open, ft is my hope that by the published in last week's Tripod Tutorial, though challenging, is not
end of ifte semester you will not encompasses the very same an Honors program, it's a flavorful
be able to miss us. Tell your issues against which the writer book club. People will definitely be
neighbor: MAC stands for Multi- argues. I completely support disappointed if they expect a 300someone's ability to criticize their level analysis of every text, there is
cultural Affairs Council.
Redefine
our Purpose. government, but this language, discussion of every text, though, Reassert our Interests. Reconnect this talking down onto others, this roundtable, face to face discussion
very lack of communication, is among interested, engaged people
to our Identity.
exactly what is wrong with his with different specialties, opinions,
ANTHONY L. RILEY article and with the campus com- and experiences. When we return to
our rooms the discussion continues.
SGA VICE PRESIDENT FOR munity at large.
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
In his article, Mr. Walters points
Dialogue. It is how we bond, it
COUNCIL to the college's "lovably odd, apa- is our bridge between the academic
thetic" ways, yet later he claims and the social, it is how our quad
Join Tutorial
that SGA President Prum has came together during the peak of the
College Program been "gleefully stomped on by negativity and with a unified hand
To the Editor:
half the school." I think his first offered our companionship, our
Tutorial students come from observation was right on; this pieces of the puzzle. Tutorial is
an array of disciplines and ide- school population on the whole enlightening and expanding, acaologies. However, it is safe to can be pretty apathetic, and as demically and socially.
say that almost every student such, it's very unlikely that his
REBECCA ABERLE
agrees that intelligent conversa- second claim holds any weight in
BRITTANY ENGLISH
tion is the best aspect of the pro- reality Few care about issues
KIM SHANNON
gram. What dq we mean by intel- .concerning the school, which is
CLASS OF 2008
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Trinity Days A-Waste
The administration on this campus is in constant preach about the importance of academics. However, as these past Trinity Days have demonstrated,
the walk has not matched the talk. From annoyances such as early facility closings to no career services events in the capital city, it would seem the college
•was trying to persuade students not to stay on campus for the four-day weekend,. ~ : .. •„' /
. .•;. . • ' • . '
. ', :
"
....;•'.'•
Years ago, Trinity Days spanned the time of an entire week and it was a
time where /acuity couid hold review sessions, make up classes that were canceled earlier, take students on field trips, and expose their students to material
and activities that standard class time did not provide for. However, Trinity
Days has gone, from a time of preparation for midterm exams to another period of time where the campus is a ghost town; This is not the fault of tie students who. choose to venture off-campus during what is now only a four-day
weekend. Rather, this rests on the shoulders of the administration who instead
• Of promoting a period of on-campus, intellectual study, is forcing students offcampus through subtle changes in. the way that the campus is run. Professors
have a limited amount of time to include any sort of outside classroom work
during this long weekend, which makes it pointless for them to even be on
campus. Academic buildings are closing early, but the main sign of this
demise of academic care during Trinity Days is in the change in facility hours.
On the doors of the Cave, a sign read, "Due to Trinity Days the Cave will be
closing at 7PM," a big difference from the usual midnight closing time.
Mather Hall shut its doors at 8 p.m. These annoyances, among others, fail to
persuade students to stay on campus.
Instead of going above and beyond the classroom experience, the school
now dismisses a long-lasting Trinity tradition as nothing more than a time for
a ski trip. This does not have to be. By continuing the administration's efforts
to collaborate across offices and departments, faculty and students could welcome a world of possibilities in terms of programs, events and activities during the short break. From academic opportunities such as special discussions
and unique experiences, to organized social events on campus and throughout
Greater Hartford, students will be encouraged to stay and engage in activities
they might.not have time for during a typically busy week. .This level of
involvement would be a major step in creating a heightened sense of community at this small college we call our own; But in the end, it is up to the administration to lead, and the students to care.
Editorials represent the view of The Trinity Tripod's executive board.,The
executive board consists of the Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor,
The Trinity Tiipod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
students of Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to:
The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.coni
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues
(lyear).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before

Letters should be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual,
Ewillubtication.
etters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length
not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under

special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However.names may be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any
letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views or opinions of the Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all
letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted
via:
Campus Mail Box 702582
E:Mail: tripod@trincoll.edu
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Transfer, Retention j Pinkeye Overwhelms Campus
Rates Stay Steady
By SAN-EOU LAN
STAFF WRITER

antibiotic eye drops.
Conjunctivitis is highly contagious, and can be spread easily from
Trinity is experiencing an out- person to person. As Burke
By GABE HORNUNG
does not offer.
break of bacterial conjunctivitis, described in detail, "Viral forms of
ALEX RIBBENTROP
In addition, the Dean noted that a better known as pink eye. The situa- conjunctivitis can be spread easily
NEWS WRITERS
certain number of students each year tion is not as severe as some may from person to person. They can be
are looking to use Trinity as a "jump- view it though, say Health Center spread by coughing or sneezing,"
Every year, anywhere from 12-18 ing stone" towards a more prestigious officials. As Director of the Health she said. "Bacteria or viruses can get
students transfer out of Trinity and institution. "Some students come in Center Martha Burke explained, in your eyes through contact with
about 20-25 transfer in.
and say that they got all As last semes- "Conjunctivitis is inflammation of contaminated objects." She went on
According to Associate Dean of ter so they think that they belong at the conjunctiva. The conjunctiva is to explain that the disease spreads
Students Ann Reuman, about 60 stu- Yale," she said.
the clear membrane that lines the more rapidly in environments where
dents per year come into her office and
Although somewhere around 60 eyelids and covers the white of the large groups of individuals live
express an interest in leaving. Howev- students express an interest in leaving eye." She went on to describe the together, such as colleges or boarder, this number seems normal to her Trinity each year, only about 12-18 physical symptoms, including red- ing schools.
and causes her no reason for alarm. "I actually transfer. Reuman believes that ness, swelling of the eyelids, disThe Health Center has treated
don't know that I see any unusual many students who are thinking about charge of pus, and itchy or scratchy approximately 90 cases in the past
things here," Reuman stated, who has leaving are not involved in the Trinity eyes.
three weeks, with a higher percentbeen in charge of speaking to students community outside of the classroom.
Burke outlined two distinct age of the cases stemming from the
interested in leaving Trinity for the last "Extracurricular activities are the real types of conjunctivitis, bacterial and sophomore class. Since students
viral. She clarified that "like a cold", pass through dorms on a daily basis,
viral conjunctivitis will go away on dorms with fewer entrances are
its own, even without treatment. On more prone to the virus. For
the other hand, bacterial conjunc- instance, although Jarvis is a large
tivitis needs the application of dormitory with many students and

"Some students^ mentioned that
the soccer incident had made
them think harder about transferring. " -Associate Dean of
Students Ann Reuman

eight years.
Associate Director of Admissions
Scott Herrmann-Keeling is in charge
of dealing with students transferring
into the College. "We had a total of 26
students enter the Trinity community
by transfer between the Fall of 2005
and Spring of 2006 semesters," he
said. "This number is pretty typical of
what we've seen over the past few
years."
According to Reuman, most students interested in leaving Trinity cite
fairly normal concerns: many express
interest in going to a bigger city, namely Boston, New York or Washington
D.C.; some are interested in transferring to a school with a stronger academic reputation; others are looking
for a program or major that Trinity

multiple doorways, there have been
few cases reported from Jarvis residents. In Funston, however, where
entrances are fewer in number, there
have been more cases.
Conjunctivitis, however, can
easily be prevented. Burke noted
that if "everyone washed their hands
on a-regular basis, we can beridof
this disease by tomorrow." She also
explained that it would not hurt if
students applied disinfectant on possibly contaminated objects. She
assured students that individuals
visiting the Health Center will not
contract conjunctivitis from other
patients. "[The Health Center] carefully sanitizes all of [its] doors,
tables, etc." For those unfortunate
enough to still contract the disease,
Burke assures that the treatment is
simple and painless. "Students who
call in for an appointment can usually be treated within an hour after
see EPIDEMIC on page 6

way for students to make friends,"
Reuman said.
Many students that Reuman
encounters feel as though they are the
only ones who do the activities that
they do. This sense of isolation, Reuman suggested, is one of the main reasons for students to explore transferring.
According to Herrmann-Keeling,
"Trinity attracts to different students
for different reasons, and it is an
option for transfers for many of the
same reasons first-year applicants find
us attractive (small liberal arts college
in a major city, etc.). Many transfers
started their careers at larger institutions and feel a bit lost," he explained.
Will Cyphers

see STUDENTS on page 5

The Health Center has seen a record number of cases in the past month.

Study Abroad Applicants Pleased with OIP
By DAVID KIMBALL-STANLEY
NEWS WRITER

that."
Some might also suspect that
these students were moved because
This time last year, Trinity's of the record number of applicants
Study Abroad Program was being that year, 350. This is not the case
criticized for a rigorous new applica- however, as this year the number of
tion process that led to 13 students applicants is only at 337,13 less than
being forced to study away in the last year, and yet the OIP has still
fall, despite having expressed a pref- had to displace the same number of
erence for spring semester. This students, 13. Wagner suspects that
year, however, students seem to be this could be because students were
reacting' much more positively not used to the process last year.
towards the application process, "Last year was the first time ... I
which is encouraging for the Office think they're more aware of the
of International Programs since there process [now]," she surmised. There
are more changes to come. In time, is lots of evidence to support Wagnthey hope to cut the number of avail- er's claims. While last year almost all
able programs down from 117 to 65 of the 13 moved students applied to
through suggestions made by the be put on the wait list for their first
standing Faculty Curriculum Com- choice semester, this year "fewer
mittee, which also has student mem- than half are waitlisted," says Wagnbers.
er.
Despite the overall good outlook
Last year, the changes were met
by complaints from 13 students who for OIP, there are some students who
did not understand why they were have been unhappy with the applicamoved due to overcrowding, as tion process this year. Claire Haley
opposed to others. The main differ- '08 had her trip moved from the
ence between the application process spring to the fall. Haley had applied
now and how it worked two years for the spring semester, but received
ago is the "Statement of Purpose. a letter at the beginning of February
Regarding Study Away Plans." Stu- telling her that too many other students must provide reasons behind dents had applied for the spring
why they want to study abroad as semester' and she would have to
well as why they would prefer either apply for the fall. "They said I would
the fall or spring semester. Accord- have to complete my application by
ing to Dean of International Pro- March 1st. I was annoyed that I was
grams Nancy Birch Wagner, those •given such short notice, but I was
students were moved because they able to get everything in on time. It
. "did not seem to give a reason for was also slightly annoying because

they didn't give me any reason
behind why I was moved to the fall
semester," explained Haley. "In my
application for approval I gave several reasons why I would prefer to
study abroad in the spring, and so it
was a little disappointing to be
rejected. The letter I received was
. very emphatic (to the point of utilizing the bold and underline functions)
that the decision was final and so I
had no opportunity to appeal."
Haley is clearly in the minority,

though, as most students seem satisfied with the way their abroad programs are turning out. Summer Cannon '08 is looking forward to her trip
to Rome, and seems very pleased
with the job the OIP has done for her.
According to Cannon, "Applying to
the Rome Campus was incredibly
easy, and from what I have heard the
experience is great." Cannon
defended the OIP, saying that as far
as she could tell, "the Office of International Programs is very well-

organized and very receptive to individual students' wants."
Of course, while there were 13
students who had trouble with the
application program last year, many
students that year thought the
process was fine. Michelle Corliss
'07, who just returned from her trip
to Norwich, England, doesn't see
much of a problem with the process
at all, and says, "The paperwork can
see PROGRAM on page 6
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Will Cyphers

The Office of International Programs recently approved students to study abroad for 2006-2007
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Future of Integration Uncertain
continued from page 1
Funston has shown concern for upperclassmen, not freshmen, behavior.
"Ironically [the students' comments]
. were similar to the complaints first
years make about North — specifically that there is a handful of insensitive
people who disrupt life for others,"
Alford explained. "The ironic twist
was the people to whom I spoke were
first years and the objects of their
scorn were upperclassmeh."
Funston RA Tony Angelo '06 disagrees with how Raboin portrays Funston. "I haven't seen detrimental
things about upperclassmen being
here," he said. "I thought at the beginning of the year that drinking would be
out of control but that hasn't been the
case." Angelo says whether or not disciplinary issues arise just depends on
what mix of students happen to come
together, not on whether they are
upperclassmen or freshmen. "Whether
a dorm is crazy changes from year to
year; Elton first floor was out of control last year. Those people move on
and apparently it's better now," he
said.
Nevertheless, an issue brought up
during the discussion last year was
how integration would affect student
drinking and bad behavior in the first
year halls. Most all parties interviewed
by the Tripod agreed on one point: if
freshmen want to drink, they are going
to. The question integration poses is
whether having upperclassmen around
changes the clrinking habits.of first
years. Upperclassmen interviewed by
the Tripod responded anonymously,
that it's really a matter of convenience
for the freshmen, because they are living with people that are legally going
on alcohol runs every week.
Raboin agrees: "Freshmen are
going to find a way to get alcohol —
having upperclassmen just gives them
total access to tilings. It's a matter of
convenience." Lindsey, who says she
speaks with many freshmen parents
during the course' of the year, hears
concerns similar to Raboin's point.
"Parents feel a certain stigma toward
their children living with upperclassmen," she says. "I think a lot of them
are comforted by all-freshmen dorms.
To that extent I. was worried there
might be some false advertising last
year, when Admissions was praising
the virtues of first-year halls," and we
were integrating Funston and Elton at
the same time."
DeBaun's take on the question of
drinking is simply that it cannot happen, and that in the discussion about
integrated dorms, the scrutiny can't be
solely placed on the freshmen. "Most
sophomores and juniors are also under
the legal drinking age," she commented. "The assumption that first year

halls should be 'dry' and all others not
is not appropriate to our overall population. I would prefer that we treat all
students the same."
Addressing concerns about freshmen getting access to alcohol in Funston, Angelo's experience this year
would seem to confirm DeBaun's
point of view. "The parties I've had to
break up have been just about all
upperclassmen," Angelo noted.
"Sometimes there are a few freshmen
there, but for the most part they
haven't been the problem."
Students living in Elton and Funston seem to have less outspoken
views about the changes, but speak
positively about certain aspects of
integration. Says Elton resident Matt
Phinney '08, "Living in Elton is just
like living in any other donn. The
freshmen on this floor are a good
group of guys, so I have no problem
living here with them." Asked if he
thinks he and liis roommate have any
impact on the "intellectual environment" of the dorm he responded,
• "When it came time to select classes
we told them about teachers and stuff,
but no we don't really give them
advice or talk about classes or anything."
Told about the disciplinary "concerns adults have brought up, Elton
resident Jeff Scalia '08 commented; "I
mean alcohol happens, I don't think
living with upperclassmen^ makes it.
more likely freshmen will drink or get
into things they shouldn't."
At breakfast with a group of his
hall mates, Scalia alluded to building
good camaraderie with the freshmen.
"Of course we have our shenanigans
together," he joked, mentioning a
practical joke he had pulled with some
freshmen recently. <
Elton RA James Murphy '08 says
he sees positive interaction faking
place. "Over the last two semesters, I
have seen nearly all the objectives
originally articulated by [the Office of
Campus Life] come to fruition.
Sophomores and freshman have come
together in one cohesive community,"
he. commented. "I would challenge
critics to find a freshman,dorm with a
better community than Elton. I have
nothing but praise for the integration,
experiment."
Freshman Briggs Fraser believes
having upperclassmen in Funston
does not seem to make much of an
impact, but has nothing bad to say
about integration. "It's been fine living
with upperclassmen. I think the freshmen in Funston stick together and
hang out together, so we're not with
them a lot." Asked about the alleged
parties earlier this year, Fraser says,
"Yeah, they had parties that we went
to, but not a whole lot. We do our own
tiling."

.

Students living in Elton are split over the benefits of integrated housing
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MAC Minutes - Feb 21

Organizations Present: TCBWO, MOCA, MSA, Imam, LVL, AASA, CSA,
Nick Chakiran, a freshman on
Women's Center
Phinney's floor in Elton, seemed simiWelcome/Introduction
larly blase. "The sophomores on our
Anthony Riley '08 has been elected the new Vice President of the Multiculhall have been nice to us, so we get
tural Affairs Council to serve as a representative to Student Government.
along pretty well, but it's not like
Confirm Cabinet
we're hanging out all the time," he
Secretary & Treasurer for Cohesion- Charae Warner '06
said.
Residential Fellow for Appointments and Curriculum-Marvin Pierre '06
Some freshmen were more outResidential Fellow for Development and Support- Diorme Gordon '08
spoken about their appreciation of the , Why Are We Here? Constitutional Review
The MAC Constitution was reviewed.
upperclassman presence. Joey PlotyResults of Group Conversations
cia, a freshman in Funston, says he
definitely notices a positive impact. .Reassert our Interests
Targeting Greeks:
"It's been a plus having them in our
Integrating
them into events sponsored by organizations that are
dorm," he says. "It's allowed me to
part of the Multicultural Affairs Council.
meet some juniors that I probably
Re-invigorate the MAC/IGC Alliance
wouldn't have otherwise."
Have Greeks co-sponsor major cultural events and/or parties.
Elton resident Alex England '09
When co-sponsoring parties, have them close for the night
agrees. "Yeah," he says assuredly, "It's
Connect with other members of the campus who are not members
been a great way to meet the upperof MAC Organizations or Greek Organizations-perhaps through FACES.
classmen ladies."
Reconnect to Our Identity
Major dinner at the beginning of the S,chool year sponsored by
Plotycia says he notices a real difMAC where all organizations discuss their plans for the year.
ference between his hall, which he
Leadership Development
says has relatively few upperclassmen,
Conduct leadership development workshops for freshmen so that
and other floors in Funston where they
they can be molded into positions to be effective student leaders.
have more of a presence. "Guys on my
Have a retreat for Executive Board members that is aimed at
hall are rowdy. Four kids on my- floor
enhancing leadership skills.
have been censured," he said. "I feel
. Create portfolios for each Executive Board position.
like the other floors that have more
Have organizations keep a portfolio of all that they have done for
upperclassmen are calmer, because the year so that it can be passed on to the next Executive Board,
there are seniors focusing on then- place at the beginning of the school year.
work and stuff." Fraser agrees that his
Vice President's Reports
Academic Deans: There is currently no real push to revise the curriculum
hall, with more upperclassmen, is
and include a multi-cultural component.
calmer than Plotycia's hall in Funston.
Advancement: Diversity recruiting is currently on this agenda,
That's a good sign, says Lindsey.
Chaplain-Dan Heischman would like us to think about how issues of diver"Without going into details, I know
sity are related to issues of faith.
there have been times when we have
Dean of Faculty-In the search for a new Academic Dean MAC should work
been very glad an upperclassman was
on ensuring that the hiring pool is a diverse one and candidates go through
there to help a -freshman out. And
the proper channels to ensure that diversity is a component of the search.
that's an intended effect of integration, President-The president is concerned with MAC's role in college advancethat juniors and seniors will be around ment, (ex. Poetry) Upcoming Events. MAC Calendar will be created.
to tell freshmen when something is a
bad idea," she commented. "Maybe
that just means popping in and telling
them the Beirut table isn't a good idea
every day of the week."
The following events took place the entire floor. Officers gained
Lindsey also pointed out that now between March 1 and March'6 entrance into one of the^rti&msMs
that (lie First Year Program has pulled on campus:
to disable the alarm. Further
seminar mentors out of freshmen
investigation revealed that the
houses, she wouldn't be opposed to
peephole in the door had been
M A R C H 4:
still having upperclassmen in the sin- At 4 p.m., Campus Safety. knocked out and person that is
gles mentors live in now.
received a report of property unknown sprayed an unknown
DeBaun and Alford will continue damage at Goodwin-Wood- substance into the room. Several
to collect data over the next few ward. Officers were dispatched items of personal property were
months to determine which direction to the west side entrance dis- damaged. The substance that
to take integrated housing in next year. covered that a door had been was sprayed appeared to be
DeBaun mentioned that she designed broken off of its door hinge. petroleum or oil based and cova survey that is currently on Trinity B&G and SS Control had to ered the student's laptop comExchange, asking students about their take care of damage to the locks puter and several items on his
dorm experiences. "I will analyze system and the door.
desk. At this time the incident is
those results to make the best deciunder investigation by Campus
sions possible for campus housing," At 10:30 p.m., Campus Safety Safety.
she says.
officers responded to smoke
Says Alford, "We will be analyzdetectors at Norfham Towers. At 3 p.m., Campus Safety
ing data on rules infractions to see if
An alarm had been activated on received a report of larceny at
the number of incidents in mixed verthe fourth floor. Upon arrival, Vernon Social Center from the
sus all first year halls vary. I am not
officers discovered students had Associate Director of Campus
sure how or if we can get good data on
been smoking cigarettes in the Life. Caller said that there were
whether [upperclassmen are teaching
room. There were no injuries items missing from the green
freshmen the proper norms of dorm
room of the building. Cymbals
life], but obviously I would be encour- and the alarm was reset.
were taken, as well as a snare
aged if the number of incidents is
drum, which was found in the
At
11
p.m.,
Campus
Safety
down."
responded to a report of vandal- stairway area. Some other items
ism at Wheaton. Upon arrival, were taken. At this time Campus
officers discovered broken win- Life is trying to compile a list of
•=.'.*', ?
' •"•»'
dows in the east side stairway what was taken and Campus
and the third floor hallway. Safety is conducting an investi'i
Sharp, jagged-edged glass was gation.
scattered all over the floor.
At 7 p.m., Campus Safety
B&G was called to clean up.
received a report that, a student
was burning oil on a stove on
M A R C H 5:
At 4 a.m., Campus Safety the first floor of Wheaton.
received a report of vandalism Smoke alarm was had been action the fifth floor of High Rise. vated. Officers aired the room
There were reports of loud out and reset the alarm. There
noise coming from the fifth were no injuries.
floor. Glass panes to the doors
M A R C H 6:
had been shattered and there
was debris on the floor. B&G At. 2:49 a.m., Campus Safety
officers responded to a report of
was called to clean it up.
vandalism of property on the 8th
At 2 p.m., Campus Safety floor of High Rise. Upon arrival,
received a complaint from a stu- officers found trash contents
dent on the third floor of Jack- scattered all over the floor.
son that his property had been Debris had reached as far as the
Will Cyphers
vandalized. Upon arrival, there 5th floor. B&G was called to
was a loud alarm going off on clean it up.

Campus Safety Report
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Students Leave for Different Reasons
continued from page 3
"Some have decided they need more
challenge to their studies. Others find
themselves not fitting in socially.
Every case is a different story, and
each must be evaluated with that sen-

sons I officially left were because I
was sick of drinking beer in the basement of Psi U every weekend, and I
hated that the school was so small."
However, Hugh Livengood '07, a
student who transferred from Trinity
to Brown University, offers more

"I look back at Trinity with fond
memories hut I know I made the
right decision."
—Hugh Livengood, '07
sitivity in mind."
According to Reuman, worldly
events also influence how many people think about leaving Trinity at any
given time. "After 9/11," she stated,
"more and more students have been
looking to go to bigger schools in
cities in order to study international
relations and international politics." In
addition, Reuman noted that the
amount of violence and indecent
behavior on-campus can also increase
the number of people who consider
transferring. "Last semester, some students mentioned that the soccer game
incident had made them think harder
about transferring. And the amount of
Campus Safety messages sent out at a
particular time can also influence people's ideas about transferring," said
Reuman.
One former Trinity student, who
transferred out after her freshman year,
echoes some of the Dean's ideas about
why people transfer. This student,
speaking anonymously, stated 'To be
honest, I don't know I would love the
school I am at not so much if I had
started out here. When I was a freshman in college, I didn't know what I
wanted," she said. "Anyways, the rea-

poignant criticism of Trinity. Although
repeatedly stating his academic
respect and "love" for Trinity, Livengood highlighted some issues at the
College that he thought were serious
problems. "Although I found the
Guided Studies program interesting
and challenging, the typical Trinity
class was simply not engaging. The
problem lay not in the professors or
material, but in the student body," he

reason I transferred out of Trinity was
to find a more rigorous academic curriculum, a more dedicated student
body, and an environment that would
better prepare me for the future ... I
am much happier [at Brown] than I
was at Trinity. I look back at Trinity
with fond memories but I know I
made the right decision," he commented.
Alex Miller, a junior who transferred into Trinity from Fairfield
University, was attracted to Trinity
because of its academic reputation. "I
felt that Trinity was a better school
academically and that the people were
so nice and welcoming," she said.
Like Livengood, Miller believes she
made the right choice in transferring.
Students interviewed by the Tripod seem to agree that being involved
in extracurricular activities is an incentive to stay at Trinity.
Niko Harovas '08 said that he has
thought about transferring, but has
ultimately decided to stay at Trinity. "I
am not going to transfer, the financial

"Ifelt Trinity was a better school
academically and that the people
were so nice and welcoming."
—Alex Miller loy
began. "Too often there was no student involvement or interest in the
material. Apathy is a terrible thing to
have in a college. In addition, too
many of the students simply had different priorities about partying and
socializing."
Livengood believes that he made
the right decision to transfer. Although
he does identify a few faults with
Brown, Livengood states, "The main

[problems] will not last forever, and
have not directly affected me," said
Harovas. "Also, I am established here
and I do not see my experience being
significantly better anywhere else.
Finally, I am also committed to the
wrestling team here." David Maliniak
'08 noted that "there are a lot of really
great people here. I believe that if I
didn't join Pike 1 would have transferred."

Minutes - Mar 6
Agenda for SGA March 6th, 2006
I. Approval of Last Week's Minutes
a. Minutes approved
II. Approval of the Agenda
a. Rifles for Sale added to New Business.
b. Appointment of new Freshman Senator added to New Business.
c. Motion to move appointment of Freshman Senator to after the approval of the agenda.
d. Agenda Approved
III. President Report
a. Swearing in new members,
b. Paige Corbin, Elizabeth Frazier, Randy Gretz, Kelli Lane, Anthony Riley, Yang Liu.
IV. Vice President Reports
a. Will's Report
i. Trying to form IGC committee.
b. Rob's Report
i. One more allocation meeting, meeting this week, reviewing budget after
spring break, voting on new constitutions next week, granting money for clubs.
c. Anthony's Report
i. Survey on MAC
V. Committee Reports
a. Beth speaking for Evan's report
i. Planning a movie night
b. Andrew's report
i. Discussed milk, artificial hormones in the milk at school.
. ii. Vending machine distribution, more locations on campus,
iii. Meeting with Richard Ross on Thursday.
c. Andrew Pedro's report
i. Committee formed, will meet soon.
d. Sean's report
i. Decided to get sweatshirts, not shirts.
ii. New poster created for "Bantam the Vote," making t-shirts.
e. Narin's report
i. People moved around in different committees.
VI. Old Business
a. Housing Committee
i. Met with Susan Salisbury, deadline set for Wednesday for housing ratings,
ii. Electronic vote and discussion, 6 hour time frame.
VII. New Business.
a. Rifles for Sale
i. Resolution to sell Rifles
ii. SGA formally approves selling of the rifles
iii. Proceeds of the sale directed towards SGA budget minus cost of storage.
iv. Looking to sell for about 75 percent of original purchase.
v. Rifles approved to be sold
b. Relay for Life
i. Trinity Wish-makers asked for $1,450 for the Relay for Life event.
ii. SGA believe that the Relay for Life is worthy of support.
.
iii. SGA authorizes the Steering board to donate $1,450 out of the SGA budget and if any portion is unused it should be returned to the SGA.
iv. Motion to vote,
v. Resolution passed.

WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH (ANb APRIL) EVENTS
March 8, 4:30pm
Zeta Omega Eta, Trinity's feminist sorority, sponsors the second annual "Women in Acadetnia Banquet" to honor female professors.
March 8: International Women's bay
The Women's Center, Feminists United (FU), Trinity College Black Women's Organization (TCBWO) and VOIb (Voices Raised in bemocracy) will educate
the campus on the impact of the Wat Mart Corperation on women's lives in Hartford, the United States and around the world. In addition to tabling in
front of Mather, and other activities, students will show the movie " The High Cost of Low Prices" in the Women's Center Lounge that evening, at 7pm.
•, •
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Zeta Omega Eta will sponsor a "Trinity College *s Young Women's Leadership Forum" Please contact Abigial.garrity@trincofl.edu for more information.
March 16, 7pm, Women's Center Lounge'- "Speak Out'-1 Had an Abortion" - a powerful film by Jennifer Baumgardner and Gillian Aldrich that documents
the stories of 11 women ranging in age from teens to 85. It cuts across race, religion, and region - demonstrating that abortion affects all women. Sponsored by Elizabeth Guernsey, Planned parenthood Intern at Trinity College.
April 6,6:30pm, Cave Patio - TAKE BACK THE NIGHT - The Sexual Assault task Force will sponsor this annual event to raise awareness about the incidence of sexual violence against women and men on Trinity's campus.
April 22 S, 23
The Women's Center will sponsor an excursion to Seneca Falls, NY, the birthplace of the women's rights movement in the United States. Sites include
Elizabeth Cady Stanton 's House and the Women's Rights National Historical Park To register please contact Laura Lockwood at 297-2408.

April 27,12:00pm "TAKE OUR DAUGHTERS TO WORK bAY" Luncheon, featuring speaker: Sally Katz, Director of Facilities
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Epidemic Appears to be Slowing
continuedfrom page 3
they call," she said.
Even though 90 cases have
already been treated, students can
rest assured that the outbreak is
slowing down. "For the past few
weeks we were almost overwhelmed with phone calls, but
recently that number has been
declining," commented Burke. She
explained that "in the past seven
years there have been 430 cases [of
conjunctivitis at Trinity], with over
90 of those cases coming from the
past three weeks alone."
The origins of the outbreak are a
mystery, even to Burke. "The only
reason for an outbreak would be a
change in the cleanliness of those
who have the disease," she

explained. Burke went on to urge
that students take care of their own
health: for their own health as well
as the well-being of others. "Students are so busy studying for
exams, or doing homework, that
they sometimes neglect to look after
themselves," she said.
Many students, although aware
of the outbreak, are not extremely
worried about contracting the virus.
Jared Goranites '09 explains, "I'm
not really worried about getting
pinkeye. I wash my hands on a regular basis, so I should be fine." Students do not place any blame on the
administration's ability to control
the outbreak, but rather blame is
placed on those who have the disease. Christopher Pearson '07 stated
that "the students who have pinkeye

News in Brief

should be responsible for making
sure it doesn't spread around."
Isaac Oransky '08 credits the
Health Center for making students
aware of the outbreak. "I am defi- Residents of one Hartford neighborhood hope Beethoven and Mozart
nitely aware of the pinkeye outbreak will help drive drug dealers and prostitutes out of a local park.
on campus — Trinity Exchange Activists propose playing recordings of classical music in Barnard
made it quite well known. I wash Park in hopes of annoying petty criminals so much that they will
my hands many more times a day to leave rather than subject themselves to the music. They also hope the
prevent catching it, for I am very
music will make the park more pleasant for other people once it is
scared of pinkeye. But I have not
met anyone, at least to my knowl- cleaned up. Resident Carol Coburn said she came up with the idea
after reading about similar efforts in West Palm Beach, Fla., where
edge, with it, so that's a relief."
Lauren Murray '08 also said that she said crime decreased as much as 40 percent in parks where classhe is taking precaution to avoid the sical music was played. Cities in Canada and Australia have reported
outbreak. "I am aware of the pink- success with similar efforts. The plan still needs city approval and
eye outbreak, a lot of people around
funding.
me have gotten it, so I feel like a sitting duck! I'm just trying not to
touch people with pinkeye, mostly,
Trinity will be hosting a Relay for Life event in early April. But what is
to prevent it.'1
Relay for Life? According to the website for the American Cancer Society: "Relay For Life is an overnight team event to raise funds for cancer research, education and patient support programs. Teams of 10 or
more complete in a relay-style walk or run, and take turns to keep their
percent" would go with an affiliate."
In order to achieve their.goal of baton moving overnight. Teams members camp out overnight, and
"ownership," Trinity looked at its enjoy entertainment, spot prizes and, most importantly, the vibrancy of
past programs and found programs the hundreds of lively people on the track!" (www.cancer.org) Relay for
where they would find, according to Life is an event that lets those who participate have fun and enjoy themWagner, that they had gone "8 years
selves, while at the same time raising money for an incredibly worthy
or more with no Trinity kids." Those
are the programs that the College is cause. Trinity's Relay for Life event will be held from Friday April 7 to
looking to cut. On top of this, the Saturday April 8 on the Long Walk, surrounding the main quad, and it's
OIP will start assigning "point per- an event that you don't want to miss. There is still time to join a team,
sons" who will act as an advisor to so ask around, and if you don't have the time to spend a night camping
students as they plan their trips. out, you can always help by donating money. Members of all the teams
They will be assigned based on
will be out asking for funds to sponsor their walks, and there will also
where the student wants to go and
be jars in both Mather Hall and Trinity College Bookstore where stuwhat they want to study.
Indeed, Wagner seems ecstatic dents, teachers, and others can drop off spare change as another way to
about the changes being made in the donate to the cause. Please get involved in Relay for Life anyway you
department and cannot wait to see can, and help the American Cancer Society work to find a cure for a diswhat comes of the changes. "These ease that has touched all of our lives. For more information, please conare very exciting times in the OIP,"
tact Verdell Walker at Verdcll.Walker@trincoll.edu.
remarked the glowing Wagner.
-Allison Moore

Beethoven and Mozart
to Combat Crime

Make-a-Wish Kicks Off Relay for Life

Program Concerns Addressed
continuedfrom page 3
be a bit much. It's busy work. It
doesn't take that much though, and
it's totally worth it." In regards to the
"Statement of Purpose Regarding
Study Away Plans" Corliss said, "It
may be a pain in the [neck], but it's
worth it."
Haley Kimmet '08 is participating in a SEA semester in which she
will spend 6 weeks on land and then
6 more at sea conducting research.
Kimmet found the study abroad
process a bit overwhelming. "I'm net
a fan of the whole process of applying to apply to study abroad. I figure
that process is a way for the study
abroad office to limit the amount of
people that actually do go abroad,"
she said. "I got my choice of semester, but had I not, I would have called

the study abroad office until they
changed my semester. What can I
say? I'm persistent."
As for the decrease in the number of programs, Wagner says that
this is part of a plan by Trinity to
have true "ownership of its programs". And the numbers seem to
indicate that this is what the students
want. In each application to go
abroad students have a first and second choice. Five years ago, the top
two choices among Trinity students
were Australia and the U.K. in affiliate programs of Trinity. The numbers these days paint a very different
picture, as the top choices are Rome,
Paris, and Cape Town, all Trinity
programs. In fact, 64 percent of Trinity students this year picked a Trinity program, as opposed to five years
ago when Wagner says, "65 or 67
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Clinton Should Not
Run
for President
Former First Lady
Deemed Too
Polarizing by
Many
By KATE GRELLE
OPINIONS WRITER
"[Karl Rove] spends a lot of
time obsessing about me. "
Regrettably, Senator Clinton
was not referring to any amorous
advances by the man also known as
"Bush's Brain" (although, had this
been the case, the ensuing melee
would quite possibly have topped
the Cheney shooting spree in terms
of comedic value).
Instead, Clinton's remark, in a
recent interview on WROW-AM
radio in Albany, was attempting to
invalidate Rove's speculations on
her 2008 presidential aspirations.
Rove was quoted in the newly
released book Strategery as stating,
"Anyone who thinks that she's not
going to be the [2008 Democratic]
candidate is kidding themselves."
He added that he believed her "brittleness" would make her victory
highly unlikely.
Clinton argued that Rove's
statement was meant to distract
attention from the upcoming 2006
Senate races. The results of the
November elections could potentially shift the balance of power
back to the Democrats. She noted
that "what [Republicans] are hoping is that all of their missteps,
which are now numbering in the
hundreds, are somehow going to be
overlooked."
Touche, Senator
Clinton.
Yet, as excruciatingly difficult
as this is to say ... Rove may be
right. Rumors that Senator Clinton
will most likely run for President
have been circulating since her husband was still in office. Her
actions over the past six years in
the Senate have also indicated that
she has not yet reached the apex of
her political aspirations. At this
point, it seems more realistic to
contemplate whether she "should"
run rather than whether she "will."
According to a recent Associated Press article, Senator Clinton
has already amassed $17 million
for her Senate re-election campaign. '"She's raising money she
won't even need for her state race,'
said former Sen. Alfonse D'Amato',
a New York Republican powerbroker." It's money she won't need ...
unless she decides to run for office
again in two years. Whatever
money she has left over in November can legally be used for another
campaign two years down the line.
So, for the sake of argument,
let's assume that Hillary will run
for office in 2008. Would that be a
prudent strategy for Democrats? In
a word...N006oOOOO!!!!HH
Since shortly after the invasion of
Iraq (and presumably for the next
two years) the Bush Administration
has consistently managed to keep
its approval rating somewhere
within the range of "abominable"
and "embarrassing." The realization is slowly sinking in among
those that voted for Bush that,
although he may have be the best
candidate to sit down and have a
beer with, that quality doesn't trans-

late into anything that has proved
useful as President of the United
States. The Democrats are in perfect position to reclaim the White
House in 2008, but victory is still
by no means a given.
Both of the past two elections
were won by a hair's breadth - and
both parties are painfully aware of
this. It seems, therefore, that the
wisest move for both parties would
be to put forward nominees that are
as perceivably close to the center as
possible. On the other hand, allowing one of the most polarizing
members of the Democratic Party
to run for President would be as
strategically prudent as invading
Iraq without an exit plan.
In Hillary's defense, she has
made a concerted effort to gain
favor from conservatives without
alienating her more liberal support
base. She has called for more
troops in Iraq, and in the next
breath turned around and blasted
the administration's ineptitude.
She has supported a bill that would
ban flag burning, and then blasted
the Republican leadership for running the House "like a plantation."
Her message to Republicans: I
support your theories, but not your
methods of application.
However, any efforts to win
over her detractors are complicated
by the fact that how she is perceived by the public has been forever scarred. The Monica Lewinsky scandal put Hillary, then "Mrs.
Clinton" in a Catch-22 situation.
To waver at all in support for her
husband, despite his infidelity, was
an unthinkable option for the First
Lady. Yet, to refrain from showing
any of the anger, pain, sadness and
turmoil that one would think
inevitable in such a situation would
mean being perceived as phony,
devoid of emotion, or perhaps ...
"brittle?"- Needless to say, Hillary
chose the latter option. Her decision was certainly not without
merit, but the present day repercussions of that choice may prove an
insurmountable obstacle to her ultimate political success.
Though it would be nice to
believe that candidates are judged
mainly on their intellect, stances on
issues, visions for the future of the
country, etc., that belief is not
entirely in touch with reality. True,
each of these criteria do play a part
in the selection of a President, but
other factors must be taken into
account that are of no less importance to a significant portion of the
voting population. In a 2004 preelection poll, George W. Bush was
chosen as the candidate more people would "like to have a beer
with." Now look who's sitting in
the White House - again!
Thus far, Hillary's career as
Senator has been largely successful. Though both she and Connecticut's Senator Lieberman have
been criticized for their support of
more hawkish policies, Senator
Clinton's re-election does not
appear to have been jeopardized as
a result. The same could not be
said of Lieberman, but that's another issue for another day.
Will Hillary make a good President? Will Bill make a good "First
Man?" Odds are, those are questions that will have to remain unanswered.

.... With spring break
so close, we thought a
new school logo would
befitting."

Trinity Needs More City Ties
ceive for our institution is one that is
in perfect harmony with the rights and
interests the greater community. By
The previous year has been the the greater community I mean the surmost rewarding of my life because I rounding neighborhood as well as the
have grown intellectually and spiritu- city and the state. This will not only
ally at a greater rate than I had ever benefit our reputation and stature as
done before. During my three-plus an institution, and inspire further acts
years at Trinity I always meant to of social virtue, but it will reward all
write an article for the Tripod, but was who truly believe hi the purpose of
often delayed by inadequate source (he mission.
Some may assert that we cannot
material and by fear that my opinions
would only lead to unsettling debate. undertake such a mission because it
From the outset I must make clear that will cost too much. I believe there are
I wrote this article with no allegiance many ways in which we can begin the
to any political party platform and no road to achieving this purpose, all ef
desire to. stain Trinity's reputation. I which do not present a significant
first conceived.of this article because financial burden. If we start on this
I truly love Trinity and wish to see its journey and make it the primary function for which we exist we will attract
reputation enhanced.
As a member of the Trinity community, I have often marveled at the
beauty and the quality of the education we are provided, but have been
perplexed with regards to the purpose
of our College. If one looks to the
"Mission of Trinity College" they will
see an impressive list of educational,
goals with the ultimate goal being to
"prepare students to lead examined
lives that are personally satisfying,
civically responsible, and socially
useful." To the College's credit,
almost every students leaves here prepared in this way, and has for over
150 years.
In my opinion, however, this goal
is too narrow and private. What liberal arts school does not strive for the
same goal and to a large degree
accomplish the same aim? Our particular academic community ought to
have a larger purpose, one that will
not only benefit the students enrolled, the help of others. What makes this
but the greater community.
mission so worthy is that we will not
Ralph Waldo Emerson professes be sacrificing the goals set forth in
in his essay "Self Reliance" that Trinity's established mission - there
"truly it demands something godlike will be no degradation of our academin him who has cast off the common ic environment. In fact, our education
motives of humanity and has ventured will become that much more rewardto trust himself for taskmaster. High ing and valuable.
be his heart, faithful his will, clear his
As an intern this semester for la
sight, that he may in good earnest be Connecticut State Representative, I
doctrine, society, law, to himself, that have begun to understand the most
simple purpose may be to him as pressing problems Connecticut must
strong as iron necessity is to others!" face and this city in particular conWe should challenge Trinity to cast fronts. The greatest of problems is the
off the common motives of American quality of education the residents
colleges and hold to a greater purpose receive. Whether this is because of
with iron necessity.
inadequate' funding, flawed curricuThe greater purpose that I con- lum, socio-economic conditions, or
By JARRED ALEXANDROV
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

"My hometown of
Worcester is
very much like
Hartford,...
Clark
University [in
Worcester]
helps the local
community in
a number of
ways that
Trinity could
and should
emulate. "

all three, Trinity College can do much
more in helping the Hartford community receive a better education and
therefore an elevated standard of living. This would improve the safety of
our campus and the reputation of our
college.
My hometown of Worcester is
very much like Hartford, and located
in Worcester is an institution, Clark
University, that much resembles Trin- ;
ity. Clark helps the local community
in a number of ways that Trinity could
and should emulate but decides not to.
The first way in which Clark
helps is by waiving die tuition fees for
any. resident who resides within a
specified area surrounding the university and is accepted to the institution
on his or her merit. When I inquired
as to whether Trinity had a similar
program I could find nothing comparable.
Trinity is involved in a scholarship program called The Hartford
Alliance Scholarships, which provides scholarships for students from
Hartford's four public high schools. It
is a partnership with The Harford
Insurance Company, which then provides internship and job opportunities
for those who receive a scholarship.
However, as described by Kelly
O'Brien, Director of Financial Aid,
"These need-based scholarships typically replace the loan and work-study
components in the financial aid package." Though the scholarship program is worthy, students receive
something far fiom full scholarships
and we therefore do not realistically
help those who have the greatest
need.
What is preventing Trinity from
undertaking an initiative similar to
Clark's? It may be the obvious answer
that we have limited funds and therefore cannot provide full scholarships.
I doubt, however, that some number
of M l scholarships could not be funded in conj unction with the purpose of
enhancing the quality of life our community enjoys and developing our
own goal of having a more diverse
student body. Having students at this
College-from a poor, urban background, with expectations to meet
would not only benefit them and their
community, but would benefit the
see TJUN on page 8
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President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions
What do vow read?

Once again, the Tripod
editors have asked me a
very encompassing question, one that I have been
asked
countless
times
before. I think most of us
who fall in love with the
idea of school do so for a
variety of reasons, among
which certainly would be
that books populate much of
our daily environment. My
wife has told any number of
reporters that she could easily write a long article entitled
"Libraries, Cathedrals, and Railroad Stations 1 Have
had to Tour all Over the World Because of my Husband's
Fascinations." Books are everywhere in my universe:
crowding every inch of available space in my office in
Williams Memorial, in my study at home, all over everywhere. My executive assistant Alice Tucker probably
averages at least three new titles per week. My wife says
that in the not too distant future, she and I will be living
in a tent since the old cars, Lionel trains, and books are
quickly pushing us out of the house. Books are, to my
mind, magical vehicles by which we can travel anywhere
and at any time without leaving a chair, learning from all
manner of people from all periods of human history, and

"Books are everywhere in my universe: crowding evei*y inch of
available space in my office in
Williams Memorial, in my study at
home, all over everywhere."
about any possible topic. Libraries are therefore to scholars temples of erudition where one gasps at all that one
cannot read in any one lifetime. Like most people drawn
to the idea of school, I have had a love affair with books
as long as I can remember. My mother, now 90 and
infirm, still can relate how distraught I was as a little tyke
that Paul Bunyan and the Blue Ox had no sequel. I would
wager that most of my colleagues have similar life stories
that point to why we are drawn to one of the main reasons
we just love the very idea of school in the first place.
For a very long time now, I have kept to very consistent reading patterns. I read- The New York Times and the
Wall Street Journal every/day; Because 1 have to budget
my reading time Very carefully, I long ago had to stop all
my magazine subscriptions except for National Geographic, The New Yorker* and the Virginia Quarterly
Review. The latter literary magazine's arrival each quarter takes me back to my own undergraduate days because,
ever since I was 20 and an undergraduate, my honors tutor
at the University of Virginia, the eminent Robert T.
Denomme, who held the Gordon Professorship, has annually subscribed me to the VQR as my Christmas present,
its renewal each year pointing to the link between the
teacher and the student that lasts, in my case, almost literally a lifetime.
And as for the books that (in the truest sense) are
systematically overtaking all the available space in my
universe, I have always read two at the same time: one a
major scholarly tome destined to keep me abreast of the
intellectual directions in my own discipline of cultural
history in Western civilization and the second a lighter
book that I can read while waiting for an appointment,
taking a few minutes off on the weekends for whatever
time I can devote to purely leisure pastimes, or the like."
On the light book fare, in the past week, I have reread
James Agee's wonderful Death in the Family, Curtis Sittenfeld's first novel Prep, and Linda Thomason's Liberating Paris. The latter two probably are more correctly
attributed to the "light fare" category than the first. My
most recent scholarly tomes have been Goebel's Origins
of Modernity (with its stunning pictorial depictions, many
in color), Roger Pearson's Voltaire, and Leo Damrosch's
Rousseau. These three titles will undoubtedly appear on
the bibliography for next fall's seminar.
When I was a graduate student at Columbia in the
early 1970s, I once all but collided with one of the great
campus eccentrics coming out of Butler Library there in
New York City. Books were heaped up in his thin arms.
Once we had successfully piled them up again, the wizened old professor said in a lamenting tone of voice, "I
shall never live long enough to read them all." Now, 30
plus years later, I. know just what the old gentleman
meant.
Please send any questions for President Jimmy Jones
to iripod@trincoll.edu

Trin Barely Active in Hartford
continued from page 7

diversity of our campus.
One response to this article will
surely be that Trinity has done a lot
for the community recently. "Just
look at the Learning Corridor," they
will say, and "don't forget about the
Community Sports Complex and
Cornerstone Project!" I view the construction of the Learning Corridor as
an attempt to begin the mission I have
been advocating, but also as a symbol
of our abandoned commitment to a
greater purpose.
The construction of the Learning
Corridor was undertaken in partnership with the city of Hartford. In
response to state Supreme Court rulings that concluded that Connecticut
was not doing enough, to provide all
its citizens with an equal education,
the state instituted a plan to introduce
more charter schools and magnet
schools into urban neighborhoods, as
well as encouraging school choice
programs. Trinity helped with the
construction of the Learning Corridor
in order to help the state meet its obligations in constructing magnet
schools and to ensure the safety of our
campus. These are both goals that we
should continue to embrace and strive
for, as they go hand in hand.
One way that we can assist the
state and the city in accomplishing
greater educational equity is by adopting another one of Clark's methods.
The university sponsors a program
that gives up to 40 students from
around the city a chance to compete
for two full scholarships to the school
if they enroll in an advanced program
located 'in the inner-city high school
within Clark's neighborhood. Not
only does this program provide the
students with a great education but it
infuses them into the urban school.
This infusion has multiple benefits. According to Jennifer Hochschild
in her new book The American
Dream and the Public Schools, "one
of the few things we know for certain
about schooling is that the class background of a student's classmates has a
dramatic effect on that student's level
of success." Because the students
who enter the program are mostly
middle or upper class, the other students in the school benefit from the
influence of an intellectually
advanced group of students becoming
engaged with the school.
If Trinity sponsored a program
such as this it would have a very practical and dramatic effect for the Hartford public schools. The students who
would attend the program (for a
chance to earn a full scholarship .to
Trinity) would almost all come from
the surrounding suburbs. One of the

major problems with Connecticut's
school choice program is that there
are only a very limited number of
spots available for urban students to
attend suburban schools.
The program would not only have
the effect of bettering the atmosphere
of the school in which it operated, but
would also free up spaces in the surrounding suburban schools for urban
students. The program would actually
have double the benefit Clark's program has because of the lack of a
school choice program.
Even if such measures as this
were not adopted because of the cost
of the scholarships involved, there is
much more we can do to help raise
the standard of education in the surrounding neighborhood. According to
an Office of Legislative Research
report I accessed at the Capitol entitled Partnerships and Mentoring Programs Between Connecticut Colleges
and High Schools In Selected Connecticut Cities, written in November
of 2004, Trinity is only involved in
one such program. The program
seems to be the 20-year Lecture
Series Trinity sponsors at the learning
corridor. In contrast to Trinity, the
University of Hartford sponsors six
very developed programs and Yale
sponsors five.
With regards to the Community
Sports Complex and the Cornerstone
Project, let us not fool ourselves into
believing they will have any dramatic
effect on the local community. A
hockey rink is a nice addition to the
college but neighborhood participation will be non-existent. We do not
let neighborhood residents use our
gym, and I guarantee they will not be
ice-skating when the sports complex
opens.
To me the rhetoric of the Comerstone Project is very troubling.
According to the Cornerstone plan
available on Trinity's Web site one of
the main goals of the project is "To
reinforce our commitment to our city,
the Trinity community, and our constituencies." That is a worthy goal,
however, the strategies laid out for
achieving it are regrettably inadequate. They include transforming "the
area around the College into a vibrant
community; evaluating and reallocate
resources, as needed, to sustain Trinity's leadership and mutually beneficial, partnerships in our city, especially as they enhance our academic mission; developing methods for information- and goal-sharing across constituencies and for fostering a spirit of
camaraderie and collegiality both on
campus and with our alumni, parents,
and friends, and more visibly honoring people from all constituencies
who exemplify Trinity's commitment

to academic excellence and who contribute to our academic mission and
values."
In my opinion, these strategies are
not adequate for raising the standard
of living in our surrounding community and enhancing our educational
reputation. Building new complexes
might make the neighborhood look
better, but we will receive almost all
of the benefit from such construction.
In no way will new construction benefit the community in the way that
introducing scholarships and helping
the city and state further their goals
would do. The remaining aims are all
even more inadequate to deal with
accomplishing a greater purpose and
changing the lives of those in the surrounding community.
Further, most of the Cornerstone
Project's references to urban engagement are paired with initiatives relating to developing our global initiatives. To me it appears as if this is a
creative way of putting on paper that
we will engage in further urban initiatives, when we are clearly more concerned with our global education
plan. This is not an unworthy goal in
itself but should not supplement our
mission to undertake practical, effective measures to help the surrounding
community.
I know that many of you will contend that it is not Trinity's responsibility to help the local residents and that
if anything we should disengage ourselves from them as much as possible.
Not only is this a selfish and exclusionary point of view, but it ignores
the fact that we can help the community for the benefit of the college. By
working with the state and the city to
raise the quality of urban education
we will not only receive favor from
the local governments, raise our reputation in the eyes of the liberal arts
community, but our campus will
become much more secure and
engaging.
The construction of the Learning
Corridor was the most recent step
taken with regards to a purpose
greater than our institutional pride. I
would encourage all Trinity students
and the administration to implement
measures that compliment the success
of the Learning Corridor, It is clear
that not enough is being done at this
point in time, despite the resources
and need to do so. I sincerely hope
that if I have done anything to
improve this college during my time
here, it will be to help stimulate the
college to apply itself to purposes
greater than the traditional ones of liberal arts colleges - purposes that
embrace the welfare of the city in
which Trinity makes its home.

'Ignorance is Bliss' for Right
By BEN SCHACHT
OPINIONS WRITER
A recent Pew research poll
revealed Republicans to be substantially happier than Democrats.
In fact, according to the poll, "The
current 16 percentage point gap is
among the largest in Pew surveys
rivaled only by a 17 point gap in
February 2003." Lest we chalk
this up to the recent success the
Republican Party has had at winning elections, controlling both
the legislative and executive
branches, the Pew poll points out
that "since 1972, the GOP happiness edge has ebbed and flowed in
a pattern that appears unrelated to
which party is in' political power."
How are we to account for this
large and consistent gap between
Republican and Democratic happiness? The poll gives us a number
of answers, seeking explanations

in health, religiosity and income.
While this analysis uncovers many
correlations (for example, happiness correlates strongly with high
income and Republicans, on the
whole, are wealthier than Democrats) it still does not explain everything away. There are, it seems,
immeasurable psychological factors that contribute to Republican
happiness, and it is precisely those
factors that statistics cannot cap-,
ture that I would like to discuss.
For someone on the left like me,
it is tempting to explain Republicans' happiness in terms of that
familiar saying "Ignorance is
bliss." But that sounds too glib.
On the contrary, I take this poll
very seriously, and I think that it is
indicative of the direction this
country is headed. Nevertheless,
we ought to be able to take glibness seriously from time to time.
With this in mind, it. is not so

much through ignorance that I
want to explain Republican happiness, but rather simplicity. The
Republican tendency to simplify
and reduce, so evident in the Bush
administration's rhetoric of "Us
versus Them," provides a sense of
security that those of us with more
open, probing minds cannot seem
to find.
Take the War on Terrorism, for
example. How much easier is it to
sleep at. night when one is confident that the United States and the
Western World is absolutely justified in its righteousness and that
the terrorists are nothing more
than thugs hiding behind violence,
maliciously intent on dismantling
our freedoms and in a fiery blaze
at that? In the average Republican's mind life. and politics are
hardly more complex than the plot
see REPUBLICANS on page 9
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Along the Long Walk
Who should play at Spring Weekend?

Republicans Happier
Than Democrats

plistic answers. They ask why-this
is the case, and the process of ask.of
a
Bruce
Willis
action
flick,
and
ing
why is an arduous and frustrat"Jack Johnson. I think he'd be a lot of fun,
I think we all know who to side ing one. Frustration does not
plus, a lot of students like him."
with when watching one of those. beget happiness. For that matter,
Then, of course, we have the responsibility, too, does not exactRepublican
economic ideology. ly provide instant euphoria.
MOLLY GOODWIN
Unfortunately, thinking things
CLASS OF 2009 Poverty is tragic, yes, but if only
those poor souls living in urban through provides little solace. In
ghettos and rural trailer parks fact, it often just leads to more
worked just a little bit harder they questions, more thinking, and ulticould soon lift themselves up - and mately more frustration. Howevhow much simpler and more sensi- er, frustration and awareness can
ble than receiving some government handout that would be!
tt\
'Steve Winwood, if he's still alive."
You see, things are not so complicated after all, and if the liberSTEVE SIMCHAK als would simply stop complainCLASS OF 2008 ing and recognize that we play on
a level field already, they could
get their elitist noses out of things
and let the economy take its natural course. Indeed, things would
surely work out then.
You see, happiness and assured"Some reggae would be nice. They haven't
ness go hand in hand. When I
done that in a few years. Gregory Isaacs would don't have to worry about combe good ... On the whole, just some great local plexities and complications,
meaningful discussion and critical
music."
thought, it becomes much easier to produce comprehensive answers
carry on blissfully. I am absolved to complex problems, and if it is
EZRA SPRIA-COHEN of any responsibility to worry; the not happiness that Democrats
CLASS OF 2007 weight of the world does not rest have, it is at least a sense of prinon my shoulders.
ciple.
And perhaps with this insight
"But," I hear people say, "this is
we can see not only why Republi- nothing but partisan drivel. This
cans are happy, but also why is the kind of antagonism that
Democrats are so much less happy drives people apart. It fixes noththan Republicans. Democrats and ing!" Maybe it is, or maybe it is
"Pepper. They'd be really cheap cause Brad's
the left in general simply think so because I cannot just sit down
dead."
about things harder than Republi- and be happy and be content with
cans and the right. Democrats do the way things are.
not take it for granted that terrorPAUL BRAESTRUP ists are our enemies or that poverCLASS OF 2006 ty exists. They do not seek simcontinuedfrom page 8
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'Happiness
correlates
strongly with
high income
and
Republicans...
are wealthier
than
Democrats."
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Activist Mills Speaks to Campus on Oil Corruption
By CHRIS MOORE
FEATURES WRITER
Stephen Mills, director of the
Siena Club's International Program,
came to campus on Tuesday, Feb.
21, as part of the Human Rights
Lecture Series. He came to speak on
the persecution of environmental
and human rights activists in Nigeria and the rest of the world. At the
podium, Mills argued that democracy will prevail only through a questioning of authority and policy.
Mills began his speech with
startling data: the United States represents five percent of the world's
population, yet accounts for 25 percent of the world's consumption
rates. He explained that as a "glutinous" society, one addicted'to oil
and one holding a relatively small
reserve of the natural resource, we
will continue to be a people dependent on foreign oil, from lands such
as Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and
Nigeria. Mills continued his introduction by bringing up a few examples of the corruption major First
World companies use as they incorporate developing nations into the
global economy. He spoke about
pipelines built in Burma with forced
labor, factories in Indonesia built on
land seized from indigenous peoples, and a Denver-based mining
company funding terrorists to protect their facilities in the Philippines.
He then moved on to a more
focused outline of Nigeria, saying
that Nigeria is Africa's most popu-

lous country; one in four Africans is
Nigerian. It is the seventh largest oil
exporter in the world and the fourth
largest exporter to the United States.
Mills explained that in 1998, a military rule declared all land in Nigeria
belongs to the government, robbing
any opportunity for local peoples to
negotiate' with major oil corporations.

He highlighted the efforts of
Ken Saro-Wiwa, a local poet and
artist who became a vocal figure in
the protests against Shell's mistreatment of the Ogoni people, locals to
the oil-rich Nigerian delta. The
Nigerian government sent troops in
to muffle their protests, and eventually hanged Saro-Wiwa after arresting and convicting him for inciting a

riot, a crime Mills insists SaroWiwa did not commit. Despite the
protests of then-President Bill Clinton and a media conglomerate headed by Peter Jennings, this Nigerian
government so corrupted by oil dollars was determined to quiet the
Ogoni cries.
Mills' address did not stop there.
Why wouldn't Shell executives

www.theconservativevoice.com
Shell oil structures are an unwelcome presence in Nigeria and have attracted much negative media attention.

come to the aid of the Ogoni people? Because it wasn't in their best
interests (read: economic gains) to
do so. In fact, Mills quoted a former
general manager who told Harpers,
"For a commercial company to
invest, you need a stable environment, and dictatorships can give you
that." He also noted that Shell executives refused to help the Ogoni
people unless the indigenous tribe
would publish a release saying that
the environment in the Nigerian
delta was not affected by production.
Shell raked in $23 billion last
year. In Nigeria, 80 percent of oil
revenues reach only one percent of
the population. Mills called for
greater transparency in oil operations, so that we can all see where
this oil money is being spent and
distributed. Mills conceded that
schools and hospitals had been built
in the region by Shell; schools and
hospitals which have taught no children, which have treated no patients.
He emphasized that while it might
not be Shell's duty to completely
support the area, it is their iitmost
duty to at the very least not add to
problems through their production,
namely in area of unaddressed oil
spills.
Mills' lecture came at time of
great interest in Nigerian oil policy.
Last week, a number of Shell executives were taken hostage by militant members of the Movement for
the Emancipation of the Nigerian
see MILLS on page 12

MarkomtsJSJiares His Stories First Fred Pfeil
Memorial Lecture
By JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS EDITOR

Benjamin Markovits, a wellknown novelist and book reviewer
for the London Review of Books and
the Times Literary Supplement, visited the Reese Room at the Smith
House on Thursday, Feb. 23, to read
some of his work and to answer
questions from the audience.
Markovits read three passages of his
beautiful prose to the audience room,
and then answered several questions
regarding the writing process and his
experience in the publishing industry. This reading was just one in a set
of readings organized by the English

Department called the Trinity College Spring Reading Series, which
promises several other similar discussions with various writers.
Markovits, who is originally
from Texas but is now living in London, was introduced by Assistant
Professor of English Sarah Bilston,
who is actually his sister-in-law.
"She had praised the warmth of Trinity to me before I came," he said. "Its
supportive intellectual environment,
its interest in creative writing, all of
which I found in evidence on my
visit. As well as a very pretty campus, complete' with stage-effect
snowfall." Bilston spoke of how
impressed she always is with

Markovits's writings, and'how she
enjoys being able to discuss the craft
with her own brother-in-law.
Markovits's first reading came
from his premier novel, titled The
Syme Papers. The novel follows the
story of a man dedicated to give an
ignored scientist named Samuel
Syme his due credit for developing
the theory of continental drift.
Markovits's writing was captivating
as he read it, enthralling the listeners
into the story even though the
lengthy selection he chose.
Markovits's next two readings
came from his latest work, Fathers
and Daughters, also known in the
United Kingdom as Either Side of
Winter. It is a collection of four related novellas that was published to a
popular response just this last fall.
Each one of the stories in the book
takes place in and around a fictional
elite prep school near New York
City. The first that he read dealt with
a teacher named Howard Peasbody
who is trying to get his life in order
with his lover, Tomas, after he
learned that he had conceived a
daughter many years before through
an affair.
The second reading dealt with a
character named Rachel, whose
father had just recently died and who
is now developing a relationship
with her teacher Stuart Englander.
These two readings explored the role
of love in the lives of these tangentially related people.
After, his three readings,
Markovits opened up the discussion
to questions from the- audience. Students and professors asked questions
ranging from topics such as his feelings about using the first' and third
persons in his narratives, to how he
came up with the appropriate names

Sam Lin

Markowits reads aloud from one of his many recognized works.

see MARKOVITS on page 13

By ALEX HOFFMANN
FEATURES WRITER
Students, professors, visitors and
local Hartford media filled Terrace
Room B at Mather Hall on Thursday
to hear the first annual Fred Pfeil
Memorial Lecture, given by Victor
Streib, the Ella and Ernst Fischer
Chair and Professor of Law at Ohio
Northern University, and father of
Trinity student Jessi Streib 06. Professor Streib's lecture, entitled "The
Global State of the Death Penalty,"
was given in memory of the late Trinity Professor Fred Pfeil, who died of
cancer in November. Pfeil, an English Professor, was a great advocate of
human rights, and the annual lectures
that will now be given in his honor
are part of the Environment and
Human Rights Lecture Series.
Victor Streib, in addition to being
a Professor of Law, is also an attorney
who specializes in violent crime and
has represented a variety of clients,
all of whom were facing the death

penalty. His work has been cited by
the Supreme Court, and he is the
author of numerous publications
examining and opposing the death
penalty. Streib emphasized the seriousness of his work as a lawyer
whose clients face death row if convicted, saying "if I mess up, my client
dies."
Laying out the four main reasons
to oppose the death penalty, Streib
explained that "not only is the death
penalty immoral and unjust in theory,
it is also twisted and biased in operation." The most important reason to
abolish the death penalty, as Streib
told the crowd, is that it is ineffective
in reducing crime. Having believed
in the death penalty as a young attorney, Streib changed his mind on hearing that the death penalty provides no
deterrent to violent crime. "It breaks
my heart," he said, "that we still have
the death penalty when is does nothing to reduce crime levels." His final
see LECTURE on page 14
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Professor Fred Pfeil is honored in annual lecture series on human rights.
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Juliet Izoe Explores Ireland
By J U L I E T IZON
FEATURES WRITER
Hi kiddies, it's your favorite
French croissant here, Mademoiselle Juliet. I'm writing this article
on the eve of my first six weeks in
Paris. I suppose the old adage is
true: time truly does fly when
you're having fun or, in my case,
feasting on pate with equally
delectable Frenchmen.
But this article's purpose is not
to regale with my love life - that's
Brie's department, after all - but
rather to give all you campers a
much needed update on my European adventures. After all, from
what 1 hear about the pink eye epidemic, it sounds like you guys
might need some cheering up.
Please note that I am refraining
from blatantly making fun of the
situation; Paris has made me a
kinder, gentler soul. But please also
note that right now, I'm laughing.
Because I am in Paris getting massages and not opening doors with
my elbows. However, before karma
delivers a swift kick to my arse, let
me reroute this article once more:
I spent this past week traipsing
(which I consider to be something
between a skip and a hop) like a
leprechaun throughout Ireland. An
apt title for this week's installment
might be something along the lines
of "Inebriation, Or: Why Ireland is
a Breeding Ground for Bad Decisions." Though, contrary to popular belief, the title does not refer to
my own exploits, but rather the
entire population of the country.
Let me explain a little further. You
may think that you have seen
extreme inebriation on our own
hallowed campus. You may say, "1

.Top

have spent the night in a bush hiding from Campus Po', goddammit,"
or perhaps, "I covered my face in
still-wet paint from the walls of Psi
U." Ergo, you may think that these
"adventures" entitle you to say you
were "drunk."
(Un)fortunately for you, this
nomenclature takes on a whole new
level of meaning with our neighbors to the East (well, currently my
West, but you get the picture).
Simply put, I'm pretty sure all
of Ireland is drunk. AU the time.
It's like one big Spring Weekend over there, except with a
few more street musicians
and a dazzlingly becoming
brogue. Dublin does lack a
giant mud pit, however, so
everyone take note. I had
to import my own dirt,
which caused quite the
scandal at customs.
Even the animals
appear to be intoxicated;
we saw a dog almost bite
the dust in the middle of the
street because he couldn't
stop chasing his tail in the
face, of an oncoming bus.
My friends tried to tell me it was
rabies, but we were outside the
Guinness Factory. Coincidence?
Methinks not, my friends.
However it wasn't until the sun
went down on Dublin that I truly
saw the unbelievable level of
drunken stupidity that the country
had to offer. In the span of five
minutes, I saw the following, all at
the same 24-hour Chinese place.
Please don't ask why I was there in
the first place, let's just say it
involved
an
addiction
to
dumplings, an
overwhelming
desire to speak in Irish accents, and

10.

Things to give up for Lent
10. Junk Food. Just hold out until Easter for your
next sugar fix.
9. Alcohol. If nothing else, your liver will thank
you for this much needed detox.
8. Sex. Yeah, that's right, we said it.
7. Late Night. There has to be a more memorable
way of spending your Saturday night.
6. Homework. You've earned a break after
midterms.
5. Facebook. Stop stalking your fellow students
and talk to them in p erson.
4. Online Shopping. Your credit rating is still
recovering from Christmas.
3. Swearing. You are modeling your life after
Christ... Jesus.
2. Tanning. Fake 'n Baking was so February.
1. Your Sense of Entitlement. Check your egos
for the next forty days and forty nights - it's what
Jesus would do.

a mistaken spotting of Colin Firth.
Anyway, as I ordered my food, 1
noticed my fellow stir-fry patrons
at the table in the corner weren't
moving. At first alarmed, I soon
realized that they weren't dead, per
se, just dead drunk. Like legitimately asleep in their rice. After
taking a copious amount of pictures, we attempted to awaken
them, which resulted only in some
severe drunk mumblings and their
eventual stumbling out of the
restaurant and into another pub.
We were still dumbfounded by
those drunkards when suddenly a gangly Goth kid fell
down the stairs into one of
the servers carrying around
70 plates of fried rice.
Directly in front of him
was one of the dirtiest
looking men I have ever
seen, performing even
dirtier interpretations of
certain ... urn ... acts every
time the cashier turned her
back.
Eventually we had to
leave the wonder that is
Temple Bar (only Dublin
has an entire area named after a
drinking location), but never fear,
the memories will stay with us for
a lifetime.
Thanks to Easy Jet, I had a
solid three hours to mull over my
time spent in the Emerald Isle.
Although I could probably live
without the public vomiting and
the nearly obsessive-compulsive
dedication to rugby, they were
quite a lovely people. And I can
certainly thank them for never
looking at Chinese food in quite
the same way.

Mills
Criticizes
Shell
continued from page 11
Delta, MEND. Mills insists that this
is simply the result of years and
years of local suffering at the hand
of multinational corporations like
Shell. He also noted that, although
Nigeria is split 50/50 between Muslims and Christians, religion played
no part in the capture of these executives, as some Western media have
alluded to. . He also expressed a
concern that, as we continue to
exhaust our natural resources, major
imperial forces will become desperate for oil, noting that last month the
United States secured deals with
eight African nations to host their
armed forces on airbases and the
like.
The Sierra Club now has about
850,000 members. He noted that in
the past few years the club has
undergone some interesting developments. They have aligned themselves with Amnesty International,
using their experience in organizing
and activism to join in the fight for
global human rights as well as the
protection of our environment. Mills
said he was pleased to have the
opportunity to speak at Trinity: "I
always look forward to college campus visits above all to open students'
eyes to the opportunities out there to
contribute to the betterment of our
world."
For more information on how you
can help, please visit www.sietracluh.org. . • . .

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
January 20 - February 18
You decided to take a chance recently and tried something and
failed miserably. Don't worry, pick yourself back up and get
back in the game. Just stay away from future endeavors that will
put you in the same position, such as animal print or DIY, Mexican-inspired handbag projects.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Yves Saint Laurent
PISCES
February 19 - March 20
With the interest to not conform to the boundaries of college standards, you'll go above and beyond to show people that you are
your own person. Instead of your normal get-up, you don maternity-wear this weekend to make a statement. Although the effects
are reversed because it turns out black is actually slimming.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Narciso Rodriguez
ARIES
March 21 - April 19
You always seem to keep up with the times, but in a recent
attempt to out-do everyone else, you only succeed in making
yourself look foolish. Don't worry, it wasn't a complete disaster. Ditch the extraneous frills in your life and you'll have your
peers green with envy before you know it.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Christian Dior
TAURUS
April 20 - May 20
Usually the innovative mastermind of the bunch, you still continue to amaze people with your special talents, but as they look
closer, they see that something's not right. Like your dress has
pockets or your nunchuck moves are more Bruce Springsteen
than Bruce Lee. Brush up on your skillz to impress the crowd.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Carolina Herrera
GEMINI
May 21 - June 21
You couldn't be having a better time lately. Although people
might say that you're boring, you've now briefly branched out
to different types of people on campus, like the opposite sex.
This will do wonders for your self esteem, until they get bored
with you as well (advice: bring Mad Libs, they're a surefire hit).
Lucky Oscar Designer: Giorgio Armani
CANCER
June 22 - July 22
Although people usually have a hard time taking you seriously,
you complete a project which will force people to re-evaluate
you and your creativity. Be careful though, because this project
doesn't necessarily mean the end of the reputation that you
thought was a good idea to earn yourself in the '90s.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Calvin Klein
LEO
July 23 - August 22
Recently, you decided to do away with your wjld, animalistic
nature and go for a persona that is a tad more refined and deep.
Congrats, you've successfully completed this transition, but
make sure you keep up with this demure image, at least until
you decide to make over the way people see standard lingerie.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Roberto Cavalli
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Recovering from a recent snafu when you blatantly lied about a
public issue is hard when no one regards you with credibility
anymore. This will become more frustrating when a recent event
finds you sans usual posse and you're forced to reconsider why
you thought you were so important to begin with.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Chanel
LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
You have decided to throw caution to the wind and shred your
normal look, tone down the eyeliner, and come up with something fresh. Whether or not people appreciate your efforts is a
reflection of how you put it out there, but we're seeing a bland
and one-sided presentation.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Givenchy
SCORPIO
October 23 - November 21
Since you have usually held back and saved your energy for
casual situations instead of showcasing yourself at formal ones,
people don't know what they're missing. Show them how multifaceted you are and break out at the next formal event without
looking like you're leading a marching band.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Marc Jacobs
SAGITTARIUS
November 22 - December 21
Clearly the party-goer, you have no problem reaching out to various groups of people on campus. Although some will complain
that you are recently monochromatic, take it with a grain of salt,
because as it turns out, multicolor just doesn't work for your personality.
.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Versace
CAPRICORN
December 22 - January 19
Checking out late night this weekend for one of the first times
this semester, you'll notice that people give you weird looks,
suggesting that you have violated some sort of unspoken, late
•night rule, like you just look like you've been kidnapped by the
Cotton Candy Guild.
.
Lucky Oscar Designer: Robert Behar
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MinniJean
continued from page 1

was to be a part of one of the first
classes at Horace Mann High, thus
desegregating the Arkansas public
school system.
The night before school began,
Governor Orval Faubus called the
Arkansas National Guard and stationed them in front of Little Rock
Central. Their job was to keep the
nine black students out of the
school. According to Faubus, if the
black students entered Central
High, blood would be shed. Trick-

ey wondered aloud, "WfTose
blood?" When the Little Rock Nine
attempted to enter the school on
Sept. 2, soldiers barred their entry,
leaving the students to be hassled
by the angry mob that had gathered
outside. "White ladies in gloves
were yelling obscenities," Trickey
recalled. She remembered thinking, "If they are willing to behave
like this in front of TV cameras and
with the whole world watching,
then I'm going [to school]." Just
managing to get away, Trickey
returned home and waited for her

Edwin C. Pratt
Minnijean Trickey speaks enthusiastically to Trinity of her experiences.
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Remembers Little Rock Nine

second chance.
**' -V•V'-:;
Little Rock quickly gained
national attention, and the Little
W
Rock Nine became symbols of
*>.:s.
black rights. "We received so many
letters. My favorite was addressed
«,'vw>.'i * :to Minnijean, USA." Even without
an address, she still received the
letter. Along with the encouragement, however, came death threats
and hateful telephone calls. People
even went so far as to learn the
license plate numbers of the cars of
the students' families. It was a constant uphill battle.
Finally, on Sept. 25, 1957, President Eisenhower sent the 101st
Airborne Division to accompany
the nine students into Little Rock
Central. Once inside, each student
was cruelly placed into a separate
class. The tactic was to isolate
these people in their oppression.
"The victim thinks they're crazy
and everyone else thinks they're
crazy too."
Classmates tormented all nine
students before, in between, and
after classes. Trickey said, "The
rule became, if a teacher didn't see
it, it didn't happen." Trickey, however, had her breaking point. Walking through the lunch line, students
began snickering and bumping into
her, a usual occurrence during the
day. However, Trickey, realizing
www-rohan.sdsu.edu
that the entire cafeteria was taunt- A photo of Trickey taken at the time when she was a part of the Little Rock Nine.
ing her, "accidentally on purpose,"
Facing Little Rock as a 15-yeardropped her lunch and chili went was like starting a fight. It made
everywhere. One student received us, the victims, feel responsible." old, Trickey learned that age does
the' brunt of the spill, went home to This experience turned Trickey into not matter when one wants to create
change, and retimed to classes. a radical social activist, believing change within his or her world. She
Trickey, on the other hand, was that people learn to hate: that it is told students, "You can make histoexpelled. Across town, signs were impossible to have social change if ry and then some." Social change
posted saying, "One down, eight to a person does not know why people is about a "persistence of the
go"
think and act the way they do. human spirit," about creating lives
It took many years for Trickey "You must challenge those who are that people want to live.
to get over the shame that her miseducating you. It is important
expulsion caused. "Our retaliation to say, 'I want to know the truth.'"

Writer Markovits
Reads to Trinity

Markovits's works are interesting
because of his careful examination
of his characters, to what the pub- of how the characters go about leadlishing process has been like for him ing these lives.
The Markovits reading was. a
in his writing career. His witty
responses shed an interesting light fascinating look into the life and
on the writing process, and on how works of a'particularly talented
writer. The English Departmentpublishing works.
Adding on to a quote he gave sponsored reading series always
from Philip Larkin, he commented manages to bring interesting conon what he attempts to accomplish temporary writers, who can then
with the characters of his fictional interact with Trinity students and
works: "I try to approach my charac- local Hartford-area residents, to
ters not through their 'fatal flaws,' campus for no charge to the audibut through their attempts to come to ence. These readings always promise
terms with that limit." He continued, to be entertaining and educational
saying, "People tend to be very good for all of those in attendance. The
at living their lives, in all sorts of schedule for all upcoming readings
ways: it's important as a writer not to in the Trinity College Spring Readturn them into children, for the sake ing Series can be found on the Triniof a plot." While his characters may ty website and on the Trinity
. not lead especially remarkable lives, Exchange.
continuedfrom page 11
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Novelist Benjamin Markovits speaks to an audience member at Smith House.
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Around Trinity
Put Some Clothes On,
Playgirl

Get Back Inside - No Ifs,
Ands, or Butts

Saturday night signified a certain
fraternity's annual x-rated costume
party. While AT realizes that extremefy creative licenses can be taken when
it comes to female attire for this event,
one member of the class of '08 took
her outfit way too far. For those of you
who were not in attendance, think red
lace meets any member of the "Call on
Me" music video ... minus Eric Prydz
providing background vocals. AT
would like to remind you that there is
a fine line between working hard and
playing hard at Trinity. To our scantily clap subject: you looked more like a
working girl than a Playmate last
Saturday. Heff's Bunnies would never
have shown that much of their butts.

In keeping with the theme of our
minimally clothed campus this weekend, a few male members of the class of
'09 placed a new ... or rather nude ...
emphasis on the rules of a certain pregame ritual. AT spotted the presumed
losers of a recent game of "pmg pong"
doing a literal walk/run of shame
around the periphery of their dorm
wearing little more ... actually nothing
more ... than their pride. After a few
laps, these first year athletes" returned
to their respective dorm rooms, and
hopefully re-suited up for the next
round. For both your sake and AT's,
brush up on your Beirut for next Saturday or, if you still end up stuck in the
cold, at least bring a sc

W e Don't Like Y o u r Fire, So
W h e n N a t u r e Calls, D o n ' t
Don't C o m e A r o u n d
Answer o n t h eDance Floor
AT is familiar with the concept of
AT is noticing a trend among Trinity
foreign exchange, but we're pretty students. It seems that each weekend it
sure this applies to students, not sub- is getting harder and harder for our felstances. This past Saturday, AT wit- low Bantams to find their way to the
nessed a non-member of Tnncoll dis- bathroom. It just seems far too much for
tributing a certain fun enhancing flora, AT to ask you guys to take a time out
free of charge, throughout one of the from partying to pee. This weekend, AT
Vernon Street venues. Our unidenti- saw a certain member of the sophomore
fied dealer attracted quite a following. class who didn't even try to nide his
Kids, AT knows your mother told you incontinence. The term "bathroom
to never accept candy from strangers. break" was clearly not in this kid's
We're fairly positive the same logic vocabulary as he proceeded to party
should be applied to ... well ... any- with the front of his pants proclaiming
thing else being offered by someone to the rest of the campus that his seal
you don't, know. To our mysterious had long been broken. AT fails to see
tambourine man, play your song how this is either appealing or comfortsomewhere else next weekend. To our able for all involved. Next weekend,
fellow students, shame on you for giv- make a pit stop, AT promises the party
ing him an audience.
is not going anywhere.

CT Death Penalty
continuedfrom page 11

main reason was that the death penalty perpetuates the cycle of violence
begun by the crime.
On the list of the number of executions by countries which utilize the
death penalty, the United States ranks
fourth, following China, Iran and
Vietnam. Saudi Arabia and Pakistan
are close behind the U.S., rounding
off the top six. Streib noted that none
of the other five countries on this list
are ones with which we as Americans
identify. Although 61 percent of
countries worldwide have abolished
the death penalty, the United States
continues to execute criminals on a
level similar to that of countries that
are regarded as being in a state of war
or great political distress.
The United States picked up the
death penalty during the colonial
period, from British and other European systems brought to the New
World. In our history, we have executed nearly 20,000 "people, although
the rate of executions has severely
declined over the last decade. Most
executions occur in the southeastern
states and Texas, although Connecticut has an active death penalty system. Our own Trinity campus is the
site of at least five known hangings,
immortalized by the Gallows Hill
bookstore.
Streib went on to examine the
problems with the theoretical justifications for the death penalty, one of
which is retribution for a terrible
crime. "We don't get public policy
from madmen," said Streib, in reference to the mind-altering grief experienced by victim's families, who are
the strongest advocates for execution

of the person they feel is responsible.
Moving from the theoretical to
the practical, Streib discussed the
biases that mark the death penalty,
including race, class, sex, religion,
sexual orientation, and homelessness.
The death penalty "targets poor black
Muslim men who kill middle-class
white Christian soccer moms," says
Streib, and "devalues the lives of colored, homosexual, and homeless people."
However, Streib and the rest of
the community who work to abolish
the death penalty have had some
recent successes, including the abolition of the death penalty for juveniles
under the age of eighteen and for people who are mentally retarded. Streib
emphasizes that there is still much to
be done to reach complete eradication
of the death penalty. The Connecticut
Network to Abolish the Death Penalty (CNADP) was also present at the
lecture with a good deal of information on the state-wide initiative
against the death penalty. Instead of
the death penalty, Streib hopes to
improve public safety. He recommends a proactive approach: "we
must focus less on punishing the last
offender and more on saving the next
victim."
The lecture drew a diverse crowd,
including President Jones, and was
well received by all who attended,
most of whom oppose the death
penalty themselves. Kate Prendergast '08, a Human Rights minor, said
"I agree that the death penalty should
be abolished, and the speaker not only
solidified my conviction but also
helped me to strengthen my arguments against the practice."

2006
Department of English
Prizes
The Fred Pf eil Memorial Prize in Creative Writing
This new Prize in Creative Writing of $500 will be awarded annually for a piece of literary work (fiction, poetry,
playscript, screenplay, creative nonfiction) whose content addresses issues of social justice and the impact of culture and
politics on human relationships. One submission per student.

The Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Fiction:

SHORT STORIES
$250, $175, and $100 for short stories of any length.

John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry:

POEMS
$200, $125, and $75.

Up to four pages of poetry from each student.

THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
A $100 award for one poem and possible publication in a nationally-distributed journal.
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama:

One submission per student.

PLAYS
$200, $150, and $100 for one-act play scripts.

One submission per student.

One submission from each student.

ESSAYS
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition: $250 and $150 for expository writing. Papers originally written for college
courses will be accepted if conscientiously revised and retyped. One submission from each student.
DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
(EXCEPT FOR SPEECH CONTEST)
FRIDAY, March 31, 2006 at NOON.

All submissions should be typed. Deliver manuscripts to Roberta Rogers-Bednarek in the
English Department.
DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON YOUR WORK. PLEASE INCLUDE A SEPARATE COVER SHEET WITH YOUR NAME AND BOX NUMBER TO ENSURE ANONYMITY
Submissions will not be returned. Winners will be announced at the Honors Day Ceremony,
on Friday, May 5, 2006, at 3:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.
SPEECHES

.

.

The F.A. Brown Prize in Public Speaking: $450, $350, and $200.
-Each speech will be an original persuasive speech of 5-8 minutes long on some contemporary issue selected by the student
speakers. -Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with
Margaret Grasso in the English Department (x2455) by Friday, March 31.
(Expected number of participants: 15-20.)
-All contestants will deliver their speeches between 7:00-9:00 p.m.
'
on Wednesday, April 5, 2006,in Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
These contests are open to all undergraduate students (including IDP students) presently registered at Trinity College
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Daisy Probes Athletic Equality Student Play Fills
Seabury Studio
BySARAYOO
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Women's rights was the center
of attention on the evening of March
3rd in the McCook Auditorium for
the viewing of A Hero for Daisy,
Mary Mazzio's inspiring documentary on a single scandalous incident
at Yale that became a milestone that
revolutionized women's athletics.
Mazzio's documentary takes
you back in time to the mid-seventies to a freshly gender-integrated
Ivy League campus. For generations
prior to integration, Yale was an
institution that formerly focused on
cultivating fine young men; where
the likes of George W. Bush earned
their 'Gentlemen's Cs' and all was
well. There was enough concern that
admitting the softer sex to study
alongside the men would take away
opportunities for the males, so when
a brawny and androgynous women's
crew captain by the name of Chris
Ernst showed up in the athletics
office demanding equality, flanked
by 18 other teammates bound with
more muscle than the average male,
the peace was further disturbed in a
ground-breaking and positive way.

A Hero for Daisy chronicles the
life of Chris Ernst, who became the
captain of the Yale women's rowing
team in 1976. That year was pivotal,
considering the public was already
mured in a multitude of social issues
such as civil rights, women's rights,
and the final throes of the Vietnam
War. Ernst started out as a gymnast,
who • would arm-wrestle the male
athletes in her high school for use of
the gym. The bright athlete was
accepted by Smith,
and Yale and was accepted to all but
chose to attend the co-educational
institution because she wanted to
"show the bo
boys."

Dinner Games a
compelling look at
relationships
ByMATTMILNER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

www.newenglandfilm.com
A Hero for Daisy depicts the struggle of female athletes under Title IX rules.
Dubbed the "Rowing Queen" by
her colleagues, Ernst was constantly
challenging assumptions on how
women should look and act. During
her time as captain, she was nothing
short of spectacular. Her teammates
described her as inspirational, hardworking, and relentless. "She has a
ferocious reputation," said Ruth
Kennedy, a graduate of the class of
'83, a testimony to the lasting
impression Ernst left on the Yale
community. "She had more muscle
on her body than any guy I knew,"
said a fellow teammate who rowed
during Ernst's reign.
Sure enough, it took a leader
like Ernst to catalyze the radical
changes that were about to occur in
'ttos;uvQj;Jd,ofcpUegiafe athletics and
ultimately, in. women's rights. The
men's and women's rowing teams
traveled to and from practice togethwomen
er in the same bus, but the wo

Ted Leo Brings the
Rock to the Masses

effects
pedals,
high-pitched
screamed vocals, and primitive
drum beats combined to make an
This past Friday night, hundreds interesting experience. All of thenof fans turned out to see Ted Leo songs were either sung in Catalan or
and the Pharmacists rock The Liv- had titles such as "I Smell the Eye,"
ing Room in Providence, Rhode with lyrics that were as nonsensical
Island.
Accompanied by local as the titles.
Though at first they might have
Rhode Island band Elvis Perkins in
Dearland and Spain's Les Aus, Leo seemed inaccessible, their songs are
riveted the packed audience with a actually quite catchy as well, and
mix of old, new, and as-of-yet unre- many audience members began to
get into them as they performed.
leased tracks.
Elvis Perkins in Dearland, com- The climax of their set came perprised of singer and guitarist Elvis haps when an audience member
Perkins and a backing band includ- asked their singer to smile for his
ing members playing double bass, picture: he promptly smiled, gave a
trumpet, and kazoo, among other thumbs up, and asked the crowd to
several other instruments. Perkins smile for his picture, grabbing a digwas added to the bill at the last ital camera from the side of the
minute since London, England's
see LEO on page 17
Duke Spirit, who was supposed to
support the Pharmacists throughout
their month-long tour, had visa troubles and couldn't get into the country.
Perkins did not disappoint, however: they played a relatively long
set filled with folky sea-shanties
reminiscent of The Decemberists or
Neutral Milk Hotel. Standouts
included the lumbering ballad "May
Day," which included a remarkably
memorable chorus.
Next up came Les Aus, a duo
hailing from Catalonia in Spain.
Their unusually tuned, mandolinCM
like guitars (one of which was an
www.tedleo.com
upside-down left-handed guitar) and
By JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS EDITOR

Ted Leo visited Providence on Friday.

constantly found themselves yielding to the men's team when it came
to usage of practice facilities. After
practice ended, both teams would be
soaked to the bone with water and
sweat but the men's team had the
luxury of taking hot showers in the
exclusive men's locker rooms at the
boathouse. While the men took
showers, the women's team would
wait in the bus, tired and wet, for the
men to finish before heading back to
campus. "I had pneumonia for half
of the season because of the conditions I had to sit through. So many
of the girls got sick because of this,"
said a former teammate.

Too rarely does one leave a theatrical performance with a hickey.
If you witnessed the world premier
of Dinner Games, chances are you
had this unique pleasure.
Written by, directed by, and
starring David Calder '08, DinnerGames premiered to two packed
houses in Seabury 19 on Feb. 25
and 26. A meditation on language,
memory, and sexuality, Dinner
Games was a thoughtful, confrontational piece, and often frighteningly
insightful.
Utilizing a loose narrative structure, Dinner Games depicted the
intersection of two couples and the
repercussions of their unusual meet-

ing. The play opened with a portrait
of so-called marital bliss, as Trish
(Laura King '06) and Chuck (Ben
Schacht '08) waited for dinner in
the living room that constiftited the
sparse set. Their distant exchange is
repeated several times after the
ringing of a bell, the first of many
instances in which Calder aptly
used repetition to underscore difference. Suddenly, Sue (Sarah Schoenbeck '09) and Lyle (Calder)
appeared from the foyer, resulting
in an awkward confrontation
between the confused parties. Over
the course of the work, various dalliances between the characters challenged the integrity of both couples.
Four empty picture frames surrounded the minimalist set, mirroring the four character portraits at
the heart of the show. Throughout
the performance the boundary
see CALDER'S on page 16

Furthermore, the degradation
was sometimes not so subtle and
often outright malicious. "We would
lift weights in the gym and the football players would jeer at us. It was
Sam Lin

see FILM on page 17

Laura King '06, Sarah Schoenbeck '09, David Calder '08, and Ben Schacht '08.

Cinestiidio Upcoming Movies
Amadeus
March 7,7:30 p.m.

.

'

Celebrate the 250th anniversary of Mozart's birthday at Cinestudio, with the recent extended director's
cut of this wide screen masterpiece! Czech director Milos Forman {One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
Ragtime) swept the cobwebs off the legend by presenting the world with a child-like, sometimes bawdy
composer with an irrepressible giggle (Tom Hulce), whose joy at composing what he knows to be great
music stirs envy in the heart of his court rival, Antonio Salieri (F. Murray Abraham). Mozart's exquisite
music is performed by the Academy of St.-Martin-In-the-Fields under the direction of Sir Neville Marriner. Winner of eight Academy Awards, including Best Picture. "**** - Amadeus is a magnificent film,
full and tender and funny and charming ..." — Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times.
Munich
March 8-10. 7:30 p.m; March 11, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
The toughest and most uncompromising film of Steven Spielberg's career opens with the horrific events
at the 1972 Munich Olympics, when Palestinian terrorists murdered 11 Israeli athletes and coaches. The
rest of the story in this spellbinding political thriller is less well known, as it follows five Israeli secret
agents with orders to track down and kill eveiyone responsible. The film's willingness to ask difficult
questions comes from its fiercely intelligent script, co-written by playwright Tony Kushner (Angels in
America, Caroline; Or Change), "an audacious political statement from a director who has everything to
lose. Don't miss it." -- Paul Arendt, BBC.
Cache
March 12, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m; March 13-14, 7:30 p.m.
Georges (Daniel Auteuil) and Anne Laurent (Juliette Binoche) are liberal, reasonably happy upper-class
professionals living in Paris. Then, out the blue, they start receiving surveillance tapes and threatening
notes on their doorstep, they can only wonder, "Why us?" Austrian director Michael Haneke's insinuating mystery slyly connects the couple's dilemma to the bewilderment of the West faced with hatred, riots,
and terrorism. As tlaey try to track down their tormenter, the door is opened to the malevolent secrets of
the past.
Mrs. Henderson Presents
March 15-17, 7:30 p.m.; March 18. 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
In British films, it seems that actresses thrive, rather than fade, from the A-list after they hit 50. Case in
point is the wonderful Dame Judi Dench, who stars in one of the best comedies of the year, directed by
Stephen Frears (My Beautiful Lau'ndrette, The Grifters, Dirty Pretty, Things). The true story follows the
fortunes of London's Windmill Theatre, the only such West End establishment to remain open during the
Blitz. Its success can be traced to two things: the tricky partnership of the upper class, casually antiSemitic Mrs Henderson and her truculent, Jewish stage manager (Bob Hoskins); and Mrs. Henderson's
unexpected eclat of inspiration, "Let's have naked girls - don't you think?" "This is Dame Judi's show
and however extraordinary an actor she may be, she cannot conceal the fact that she's having the time of
:
her life!" — Jorge Morales, Village Voice.
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Talent Cannot Save Calder's Play Thrills Audience
Flawed Musical
continued from page 15

continued from page 1

modern late 1950s. The dialogue,
costumes (tuxedos and '50s cocktail
dresses), and scenery (Hildebrand's
stylish penthouse apartment), have all
been modernized to this new period.
As the curtain opened, the audience was immediately immersed in a
lively cocktail party with the cast
laughing and eloquently sipping martinis, dressed in lavish gowns and
hats. We were indeed in King Hildebrand's "stylish penthouse apartment" with tall wooden walls decorated with pieces of modern art, a
"lit" fireplace, and a huge window
with a telescope. While the concept of
altering the time period helped the
show become livelier, the difficult
text and score took us back to its original medieval period, making a lot of
the show very hard to follow.
The reason for their gathering
was to celebrate the first meeting of
Prince Hilarion and Princess Ida, who
were betrothed to each other at birth.
However, when King Gama (father to
Princess Ida) and his three sons
ruined the cheery party, Gama
announced that he is sending his
daughter a women's college where
men are forbidden.
The cast engaged in a series of
songs throughout the First Act. King
Hildebrand, played by Andrew Feldmann '06, had a soft voice, but his
acting was still stern enough to prove
his character had authoritative power.
Matthew Reed '07 playing King
Gama was juxtaposed to Feldmann.
Reed stood out in the first act not only
because of his out of place old man
clothing, but also because of Ms
charming stage presence and good
humor that Jended itself to the
relaxed, goofy character.
Chris Simpson '06, Matthew
Wrzesniewsky '09, and Daniel Klin
'07, playing King Gama's sons,
entered the scene on motorcycles
while clad in leather. While they
sounded and appeared tough, their
choreography was messy and their
footwork was too dainty for their
manly personas. Simpson's character
was one that stayed in his character
both physically and vocally, and he
clearly had enough talent to stand
alone. They were enjoyable characters throughout the entire musical.
Perhaps King Gama's sons were
tough looking, but they couldn't hold
a candle to the talent of another trio:
Devin Romanul '07 as Prince Hilarion, Patrick Greene '07 as Cyril, and
Douglas Goodman '06 as Florian.
The three lit up the stage and stole the
show, keeping the audience wanting
more with their "Monte Pythonesque" humor. Romanul played a
'more serious role than the others (as
he was desperately trying to win the
heart of Princess Ida), with his clearly trained voice resounding through
the theater. Green and Goodman
have dazzled audiences with their
voices, dancing talent, and charisma
during their times at Trinity, and this
show solidified their natural talent
and handsome charm, while adding
more comedic characteristics.
Act Two: was set in Castle
Adamant, the women's college mat
Princess Ida attended. The curtain
opened to an open garden with a
stone wall laced with ivy. The female
ensemble awkwardly hula-hooped,
sketched, and practiced instruments
while dressed in pastel skirts and
sweaters. In this act, we were introduced to the thoughts of the college
students on men ("man is nature's'
sole mistake") and to several new
characters: Lady Psyche, Lady

<f

Blanche, Melissa, and Princess Ida.
Anna Vognsen '06 played Lady
Psyche, a down to earth Professor of
Humanities, and was a pleasure to
watch on stage. Jamie Tracey '06
played the strict and stern Lady
Blanche and was one of the few people on stage that knew what he or she
was saying. Like her character, her
singing was loud and strong.
Although she bored the female students onstage, Tracey brought a likeable humor to her audience offstage,
while demonstrating her talent for
acting and singing. Samantha Moorin
'09, a newcomer to the Trinity stage,
sang well as she played Lady
Blanche's daughter Melissa.
But of course the play would not
be complete without the leading lady,
Princess Ida, who was played by the
talented Leslie Waters '06. As soon as
she entered the stage, the light hit her
face and brought the audience to a
silence. Her unparalleled beauty let
us watch her with baited breath, waiting for her next move. Her character
was far different than any of the others: Princess Ida was serious and
lacked the light-hearted humor that
the rest of the cast had. But, unfortunately for Waters, Princess Ida was a
very boring character, not allowing
Waters to demonstrate her acting
skills. Waters was a believable
Princess Ida and, like the hysterical
trio, commanded the attention of the
audience with her poise, presence,
and captivating voice. Her graceful
stage presence and stunning vocal
range and projection was evident
even over the lively orchestra.
But perhaps the most memorable
scenes in Princess Ida were when
Prince Hilarion, Cyril, and Florian
dressed as girls in order to be admitted into the women's college to find
Princess Ida. The three men buoyantly pranced around the stage, flailing
their arms, as they thought women
actually do. Romanul, Greene, and
Goodman stole the show hi such
numbers as "I Am a Maiden" and "A
Lady Fair of Lineage High" where
they danced to the awkward choreography of Merry Smith '09.
The story continued with the
revealing of the three men's identities, the intrusion of every male char• acter into the college, an overly dramatic fight scene complete with a
strobe light, and a cliched happy ending.
•
Princess Ida was clearly a very
complicated and difficult play to put
on. The cast did all that they could
with the limited rehearsal time to portray their characters. However, some
felt that the "staging was awkward
due to its frontal presentation, and
became more like a stage concert
rather than a theatrical event." The
"lack of continuity of the elements"
made it hard for the audience to keep
up, another audience member added.
But all in all, the cast contained a lot
of talent and, of course, who doesn't
love a Gilbert and Sullivan musical?
But with all of this talent, it's hard
to write this article without mentioning that this play marks a bittersweet
end to a chapter for the Trinity arts
community with the loss of seniors
Leslie Waters, Douglas Goodman,
Jamie Tracy, Devin Romanul, Anna
Vognsen, Andrew Feldmann and
Chris Simpson. Tracy explained that
it was "a great way to end pier] musical theater career at Trinity — on a
main stage with an orchestra and a
talented cast." Gerald MoshelPs last
show at Trinity was a success with
gorgeous music and a great deal of
talent, but it was simply a huge task to
take on in such a short period of time.

between the stage and the audience
was blurred, if not outright shattered.
The cast showcased notable performances from all the actors.
King, in one of her final performances as a Trinity student, was characteristically captivating, portraying the transformation of her character from a bubbly housewife to a
self-assertive, independent woman.
In one of the most poignant
moments in the show, Trish
explains to Sue the necessity of
ignorance for a tolerable relationship. A lesser performer perhaps
would have failed to express so
much vitriol in such understated
words, but King was up to the task.
Building on a strong performance in the fall show S, Schoenbeck
captured Sue's hopeless resignation
to the loneliness of human sexuality. First time actor Schacht overcame his early stiffness as the show
went on, slowly revealing a portrait
of the despicable Chuck.
"I couldn't have imagined a better play to be in for someone who
does not' act regularly," said
Schacht. "It forced me to go beyond
basic conceptions of acting as simply pretending or 'becoming' someone else. Because of the strength of
the script, there was plenty to think
about, and this made my job interesting as well as challenging. David
was also a wonderful director,
showing so much patience with me
despite my relatively meager background."
Calder relished the opportunity
to present his range as a performer.
Lyle was his vehicle to confront the
audience with his own conception
of Artaud's "theater of cruelty,"
stepping into the audience and

.
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Sam Lin
Ben Schacht '08 and Laura King '06 star in David Calder's play Dinner Games.
straddling the confused on-lookers,
screaming, "Kiss me!" Though
some in the crowd were visibly
uncomfortable with Calder's handson approach, he was still pleased
with the general response.
"Both audiences seemed to
receive the play extremely well,"
Calder explained. "I'm glad that
most of the people who came to the
show were willing to commit to the
theatrical experience, even during
the intentional moments of discomfort. However, all of us found it
very interesting that Saturday's
audience found the show much
more comical than Sunday's did.
Sunday's audience seemed to be
more appreciative o f the play's
darker themes. Nevertheless, both
audiences were wonderful."
Unfortunately, the popularity of
the show and the small venue prevented approximately 25 students
from gaining entrance on Sunday
night. Given the limited engagement of performance, rumors of a
third performance abounded.
"Of course I'd love the opportunity to perform the play again," said

Calder, "especially since we had to
turn so many people away on Sunday night. However, we can't simply try and repeat the play exactly
as it was. Shows end — my advisor
Mitch Polin constantly has to
remind me that that's the nature of
theatre. Thus, we'd have to revise
the script and rework certain scenes
to justify another performance. That
said, I still want to do it. I just need
to find the time and the space."
If Dinner Games is any indication, Calder's talent should continue to invigorate the oft-stagnant
Trinity culture over the coming
years. Despite Calder's polarizing
vision, Dinner Games succeeded in
inciting debate among the audience.
Dinner Games was presented by
The Jesters, Trinity's very own acting theater collective. Jester member Claire Nasuti '08 co-directed
the performance with Calder. An
excerpt from the play with an introduction written by Schacht will
appear in the premier edition of Bad
Subjects, Trinity's new undergraduate philosophy journal.

CD/DVD Releases This Week
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET OF FIRE making their signing with a major label a logical
When Harry Potter's name emerges from the Goblet
of Fire, he becomes a competitor in a grueling battle for glory among three wizarding schools — the
Triwizard Tournament. But since Harry never submitted his name for the Tournament, who did? Now
Harry must confront a deadly dragon, fierce water
demons and an enchanted maze only to find himself
in the cruel grasp of He Who Must Not Be Named.
In this fourth film adaptation of J.K. Rowling's
Harry Potter series, everything changes as Harry,
Ron and Hermione leave childhood forever and take
on challenges greater than anything they could have
imagined.
JARHEAD
Academy Award winner Jamie Foxx and Jake Gyllenhaal star hi this critically acclaimed, brilliantly
unconventional war story from Oscar-winning
director Sam Mendes. Jarhead, which is the selfimposed moniker of the Marines, follows Swoff
(Gyllenhaal) from a sobering stint in boot camp to
active duty, where he sports a sniper rifle through
Middle East deserts that provide no cover from the
heat or Iraqi soldiers. Swoff and his fellow Marines
sustain themselves with sardonic humanity and
wicked comedy on blazing desert fields in a country
they don't understand against an enemy they can't
see for a cause they don't fully grasp.
JUST FRIENDS
Back in high school, Chris (Ryan Reynolds) was an
overweight nerd and hi love with his best friend
Jamie (Amy Smart), but she only thought of him as
a brother. Ten years later, Chris is now a hot L.A.
music exec, who finds himself back in his hometown and in love with Jamie all over again. But can
they really be more than just friends?
YOUTH
The thumbnail description of Matisyahu: File under
Hasidic Beatbox Reggae. Despite having markings
of novelty, it's really nothing of the sort. Fronted by
a man named Matisyahu (born Matthew Miller),
they are truly a band. Two independently released
CDs brought them a rapid and well-deserved ascent,

step. Youth benefits from a more expansive sound
and production by the fantastic Bill Laswell (Golden Palominos, Laurie Anderson, The Last Poets).
Matisyahu's singing and the substance of his songs
(spiritual living, self-awareness, the value of
knowledge and learning, kindness to others) are
presented with a loving sincerity, and buoyed by
tremendous musicianship. In particular, drummer
Jonah David and guitarist Aaron Dugan bring a
wider set of influences and interests to their playing
than the reggae tag the band often gets. Free of any
proselytizing, this melding of Talmudic teachings
and Jamaican rhythms flows so naturally that it
underscores the shared roots of the two cultures. —
David Greenberger
MR. BEAST
With tune titles like "Glasgow Mega-Snake," "Acid
Food," and "I Chose Horses," it should be clear
Mogwai hasn't taken any mellowing departures on
Mr. Beast. Sure, the album opens with the calming
guitar atmospherics of "Auto Rock," but then
"Glasgow Mega-Snake" comes bounding out with a
crushing jog of a beat and a trademark granite slab
of guitars. The Scots also indulge incrementally
more beautiful and terrifying dreamscapes, especially the down-turned piano topping that hovers
above a guitar storm on "Emergency Trap" and the
layers of clear-toned melody that chime over a swirl
of choked, feedback-drenched power on "Folk
Death 95." There has long been talk of Scottish
miserablism, and this colors and grinds the idea
blissfully. -Andrew Bartlett
FOX CONFESSOR BRINGS THE FLOOD
Neko Case is a major poet by any standard, a songwriter less interested perhaps in traditional narrative form than in distilling a pure moment of time.
She claims no genre, nor uses any classic formula
for her songs and singing. More than anything she
thrives in the spaces in between her music. After
two years in the making, Fox .Confessor Brings the
Flood is in many ways the sum total of her journey.
See Amazon.com for more details.
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Leo Delivers Solid I Film Chronicles Yale Protest
Set in Providence
continued from page 15

continued from page 15

political songs and how they all got
really drunk one afternoon at a
stage.
vegan restaurant in Spain. Leo gave j
After a very quick sound-check, the crowd another laugh when,
Ted Leo and the Pharmacists responding to someone that had told
(bassist Dave Lerner and drummer him that she loves him from the
Chris Wilson) broke out into their audience, he said, "How can you say
old hit "Dial Up" from their second that — you don't even know me!"
album The Tyranny of Distance.
The group's last three albums
They made a clean transition into were represented in the last several
"Sons of Cain," a track of their new songs of the set, as they went
album, scheduled to be released in through "2nd Ave., 11 A.M.,"
the fall on Touch and Go Records. "Shake the Sheets," "BiomusicoloNext they. played "Little Dawn," gy," and "Timorous Me."
which appeared on their latest
During their last song together,
record Shake the Sheets. .
"Ballad of a Sin Eater," Leo even
Unfortunately, the audience was spilt open his forehead with the
very loud at the wrong times, talking microphone, continuing to sing even
amongst themselves during and with blood trickling down his face.
between songs during all-three sets. After leaving stage for only a
However, the crowd finally came moment, Leo returned alone for the
alive with the two crowd favorites encore. Accompanied only by his
"Where Have All the Rude Boys electric guitar, he played "Dirty Old
Gone?" and "Me and Mia," proba- Town," a beautiful Ewan MacColl
bly the band's two most well known cover.
songs. They continued with "The
While the venue was a dive (the
High Party," featuring Leo's impos- Living Room is an old warehouse in
sibly high range and complex guitar a packing district a few blocks away
work, and "Some Beginner's from the monstrous Providence
Mind," another new track.
Mall), the sound was bad (the
They continued, quickly pound- microphones were muddy during
ing through "The One Who Got Us Elvis Perkins's set and cut out twice
Out," "Counting Down the Hours," during Ted Leo's), and the loud
and "Hearts of Oak." They then audience was rude (two fans nearly
went into two new songs, "Army came to blows over a tambourine
Bound" and "La Costa Brava," tossed into the crowd), the strength
which sandwiched "The Angel's of the music still shone through.
Share."
Good sets from the two openers,
Ted Leo is well known for his along with the expected catchy,
witty stage banter, and he certainly well-written songs from Ted Leo
did not disappoint: he gave a long and the Pharmacists combined to
introduction about "La Costa create an excellent concert experiBraVa'* explaining how the group ence.
wanted to make upbeat, hopeful

\

degrading to be female and attractive and at the same time considered
disgusting because we were strong
and excelling. We felt like we were
not real athletes," said a former crew
member. During the time the
women spent waiting on the bus,
cold and 'angered that they were
paying the same tuition as the men
but were denied the most basic
needs such as a women's locker
room, Ernst and the other rowers
thought of what could be done to
capture the attention of the school
and the public.
It was Ernst's idea to remind the
athletic directors, who had been
stubbornly ignoring the women's
pleas, of Title IX, a much neglected
congressional legislation enacted in
1972 stating that discrimination
against sex was unlawful in federally funded institutions. To drive the
point home, Ernst and her teammates scrawled "Title IX" on their
bare upper bodies and marched into
the athletic director's office. Having
enlisted the help of Die New York
Times to witness the protest, the
women declared to the athletic
director, "these are the bodies Yale
is exploiting." News of 19 topless
women marching into an athletic
director's office seeking the most
fundamental of needs such as bathrooms and shower facilities spread
like wildfire as the story was featured in The New York Times and
other widely read periodicals.
The Yale women's rowing team
had successfully captured the attention of the administration as well as
the alumni, who responded with a
barrage of donations demanding
facilities be built immediately for
the women. "[Yale] faced a little

r
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Chris Ernst (left) and CB Sands at the 1986 World Championships of Rowing.
embarrassment and suddenly they
could do a lot of things they said
they couldn't," said Ernst. Ernst and
her teammates may have gotten the
women's rowing team a shower
facility, but they transformed the
face of women's athletics for generations to come. Situations for
women improved everywhere. "It
was like the Rosa Parks incident.
Had it not happened, athletics would
never have come as far," said John
Kerry.
The film is cogent and heartfelt
at the same time; and Mazzio perfectly captures the subtle interplay
between humor and principle as she
enlists the help of Ernst, her teammates, and various Yale faculty and
alumni including Senator John
Kerry to narrate the telling of a revolutionary historical event. Mazzio
herself was a rower and a close per-

sonal friend of Ernst. Mazzio entitled her documentary A Hero for
Daisy because she felt Chris Ernst
was the ideal role model for her
newborn daughter Daisy. "I was
nine months and two weeks pregnant and a Victoria's Secret commercial came on while I was watching T.V. I was angry at how those
models look and how they were supposed to be role models for girls. I
wanted my daughter to know that
it's okay to get sweaty and dirty and
to have a voice."
As for Ernst, she moved on to
become a two time Olympic champion and now works as a plumber. "I
went from fighting for showers to
fixing them," Ernst says, showing a
wide, pretty smile. The film was an
inspiring work that reminded viewers of the power of feminism in
action.

Austin Arts Center
ERASMUS PRIZE
INT THE HUMANITIES
COMPETITION OPEN TO
ALL JUNIORS AND SENIORS

PRIZE: $1,000

The Erasmus Prize in the Humanities is awarded annually to
the Junior or Senior judged to have written the best
essay in the Humanities after completion of the Sophomore year.
The submission can be in the form of an essay written for a course,
or adapted from course-work, or one specially written
for the competition.
Questions? Email to
kermeth.lIoydjones@tTirico11.edu
All submissions (four copies) to the office of
Modem Languages and Literature (Seabury 45)
by no later than 3 p.m.,
FRIDAY APRIL 7, 2006

Exhibition: Constance Lowe
Thursday, Feb. 2 -Saturday, March 11
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery, Free Admission
Elaborately colored drawings based on inkblots and related works in
wool felt. Lowe's primary concerns in the work are re-production and
the agency of color. The Widener Gallery is located in the Austin Arts
Center and is open Sunday through Friday, 1 - 6 p.m.
Guest Artist Series Performances (GASP!) presents:
Eternal Carnival!
Saturday, March 11, 8 p.m,
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater, Admission: $15 General/$10
Discounts
A specially-commissioned, one-of-a-kind concert featuring invited
guest artists directly from Trinidad including the island's vocal sensation Ella Andall teaming up with Boston-based musician and musical
director Ron Reid and his Rhythm Earth Ensemble. This exciting program will pay tribute to the legacy of Trinidadian composer, the late
Andre Tanker, and the memory of the late Lise Waxer, a much-loved
teacher of music at Trinity. Both Tanker and Waxer were instrumental
in the work of the College's global learning site in Trinidad. Don't
miss this extraordinary concert event! Generously supported the A.K.
Smith Fund of the English Department, the 1634 Fund, and the Office
of Multicultural Affairs.
.
Department of Theater and Dance presents:
Michael Burke: Discussion & Performance
Monday, March 13, Discussion: 4:30 p.m; Performance: 7:30 p.m.
Eros House, 114 Crescent Street, Free Admission
The award-winning NYC-based queer performance artist and Trinity
professor discusses his work and queer performance history. Topics to
be addressed include queer identity politics, the body, pop culture,
activism, cultural stereotyping, sex, and sexuality. Mr. Burke, whom
The Purple Circuit called "A slick and edgy performance artist to
watch out for" will perform new and past performance work.
Department of Music presents:
Chamber Music Recital
Tuesday, March 14, 8 p.m..
Hamlin Hall, Free Admission
An evening of chamber music presented by Trinity students and fac;
ulty.
.
.
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Brokeback Denied Best Film in
By KATY NOLIN
"ARTS EDITOR

It seemed as though the Oscars
this year epitomized all that is
wrong with Hollywood and the box
office.
Stars wearing designer
dresses and expensive jewelry touted the virtues of civil disobedience
and old-school Hollywood glamour.
Presenters urged viewers that seeing
films in the theater was an important
part of the experience (and the $10
ticket price doesn't hurt them either)
and stressed the negative impact
piracy was having on the movie
industry. Give me a break. I can tell
by Jennifer Lopez's massive diamond earrings that my downloading
habits have had a huge effect. No
wonder no one goes to the movies
anymore.
The Academy chose Jon Stewart
to host the event, perhaps reflecting
the overall desperation of the
evening. Stewart, political satirist
extraordinaire, was out of his element hosting, and many of his jokes

www.eonline.com
Reese Witherspoon with her Oscar.

fell resoundingly flat. Stewart did biought in miniatme form for their
manage to successfully incorporate statuettes as well. March of the
many of his Daily Show trademarks, Penguins, another expected winner,
most enjoyable of which were the claimed the Best Documentary
series of "faux political campaign award, and its creators brought giant
ads" that lambasted certain nomi- stuffed penguins onstage with them.
nees in true political form. Steve Director Luc Jacquet began his
Carrell and Will Ferrell also brought acceptance speech by whistling,
some comedy to the otherwise dull which apparently means "thank
ceremony, presenting the award for you" in penguin.
Best Makeup with excess blush,
George Clooney, a past Sexiest
fake eyelashes, and lip liner.
Man Alive winner, won the Best
Perhaps the most realistic per- Supporting Actor award for his
formance of the evening was Three work in Syriana. Clooney was the
6 Mafia's Oscar-winning song "It's first actor to be nominated for both
Hard Out Here for a Pimp," from writing and directing one film
Hustle and Flow. That's right, this {Good Night and Good Luck) and
(Syriana).
year's Oscar-winning song chroni- starring "in another
cles the hardships of a pimp. Three Clooney seemed to be the go-to guy
6 Mafia, clad in jeans and baseball for the evening, eliciting remarks
caps, gave an expletive-filled per- from his fellow nominees and winformance, which infused a breath of ners. Corinne Marrinan, who won
fresh air into the ceremony. After- for her documentary short, A Note of
wards, Stewart quipped "You know Triumph: The Golden Age of Norwhat? I think it just got a little eas- man Corwin, thanked the Academy
for seating her next to Clooney at
ier out here for a pimp."
Peter Jackson's cronies swept the nominees' luncheon, while
the technical awards once again, as Howard Berger (co-winner for
King Kong took home awards for Makeup in The Chronicles of NarSound Mixing, Sound Editing, and nia), expressed his gratitude that
Visual Effects. Surprisingly, only Clooney was not also nominated for
three films were nominated both for makeup. Regardless, it is heartenEditing and Visual Effects, mirror- ing to see Clooney, a talented and
ing Hollywood's move from big- oft-neglected actor, earn the recogbudget spectacles to smaller art- nition that he deserves.
house productions. Memoirs of a
Reese Witherspoon, highly
Geisha cornered the artistic awards, acclaimed for her performance as
also taking home three awards for June Carter Cash in Walk the Line,
Art Direction, Costume Design, and won the Best Actress award in what
Cinematography.
was the most highly anticipated and
Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of undecided category. Witherspoon
the Were-Rabbitv/onBest Animated triumphed over Felicity Huffman,
Feature Oscar as predicted, beating who had been nominated for her
out Tim Burton's Corpse Bride and role as a transvestite about to underHowl's Moving Castle. Wallace's go a gender change operation in
Also nominated
creators, Nick Park and Steve Box, Transamerica.
accepted their award wearing over- were Keira Knightley for Pride and
sized, plaid bow ties, which they Prejudice, Dame Judi Dench for

Tuesday, March 7
Apogee Adventures
Apogee Adventures of Brunswick, Maine is looking for
current junior and/or seniors (21 or older) to lead overnight
outdoor trips in New England and Canada this summer.
ession
7:00 j>in - Videoconferencing Room
Pleuse bring your resume to the info session. Interviews will
he held on Wednesday, March 8. To sign up for an interview,
go lo hllp://lrittcoil.crcrjriuliiig.com - upload your resume and
pick an interview slot.

Wednesday, March 8

Shocker

www.eonline.com
George Clooney accepts his Best Supporting Actor statuette for Syriana.
Mrs. Henderson Presents, and surprisingly Charlize Theron for her
role in North Country. As was
expected, Philip Seymour Hoffman
won Best Actor for his performance
as the title role in Capote. Hoffman
gave an emotional speech thanking
his mother for raising four children
alone.
For those of you who didn't
make it through the program, the
Academy saved its most exciting
moment for last. In a surprise victory, Crash triumphed over Brokeback
Mountain, which had been heavily
favored to win, in the Best Picture
category. For many,. Brokeback's
inability to win is another indication
of the homophobia inherent in Hollywood. Crash is very similar to
Brokeback in several respects ~

both deal with controversial social
topics that are still too prevalent in
America. Crash, however, is an
epic portrayal of racism and cultural
clashes, while Brokeback is simply a
redefined love story. Brokeback still
managed to claim three awards:
Best. Adapted Screenplay, Best
Original Score, and Best Director
for Ang Lee, another relatively
unknown director (compared with
Steven Spielberg, that is).
The lack of a clear favorite at
this year's ceremony (a la Lord oj
the Rings), made it much more
enjoyable and unp redictable — six
different films won the six main
awards. Hopefully, Hollywood will
continue this trend, and movies in
the future will all be visual masterpieces worthy of the Academy.

Thursday, March 9
Hartford Consortium Career Fair
More than 70 com panics will attend this career fair including St,
Paul Travelers, Hebrew7 Healthcare, Deloitte, Stamford
Hospital, Verizon Wireless, and many more.
10:00am - 2:00pm
The O'Connell Athletic Center
Saint Joseph College in West Hartford
* Parking is available on Trout Brook Dr. and the University
of 1Iart.ford campus. Shuttle service will be provided.*
For more info on parking and a list of the <xnnpanies attending, go
to httj)://iihaivel>.harrfonl.edu/cai"eer/careerfairlink,html

Monday. March 13

How to Land an Internship on Wail Street Readak Educational Services
Come listen to several Trinity seniors who successfully landed
internships •with top Wall Street firms. They will offer inside
information on getting an internship and what, to expect
during your time on Wall .Street.
Panel Discussion
7:00 - 9:00pm - Career Services Lobby
This, is a "not-to-miss" event for any student looking for an
internship on Wall Street!

Kaeh spring and summer, Readak has several positions available
to teach the Kcadak Advanced Learning Skills course in
schools across the country and intemationallv.
Information Session
7s00pin - (iauteer Services Lobby
The Ideal candidate for Readak holds a B.A. or B.S., loves lo
teach and welcomes ihe opportunity to travel!
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The Webster Theater
Battle of the Bands II
Friday, March 10
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $10

Cityscapect
Saturday, March 11
8 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $20

Bushnell Events
Insurity presents
The Best of the Boston Comedy Festival
This charity event will benefit the Hartford-area Habitat for Humanity and will feature comedians Paul
Nardizzi, Max Dolcelli and Roy Charette
Friday, March 10
8:30 p.m.
Tickets $20-$30
The Lincoln Financial Broadway Series presents

The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-5553
www.tickets.com

r

Campus Events
Carnival: Culture in
Action- The Trinidad Experience
Lectured by Milla Cozart Riggio, the James J.
Goodwin Professor of English
Wednesday, March 8
4:15 p.m. Reese Room, Smith House

The New New Left in State
and Local Politics
Writer, Journalist Steve Malanga Presents How
American Politics Works Today
Thursday, March 9
8 p.m. McCook Auditorium

Golda's Balcony

A one-woman show starring Valerie Harper as Golda
Meir, a woman living in Israel in the 20th century.
This is the latest work from Tony Award-winning
playwright William Gibson.
Runs March 7-12
Tickets $17-$60
The Bushnell Box Office
860-987-5900

"Chapel Happenings'
Tuesday, March 7

6:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel
ZEN Meditation, visit www.trinityzen.org
9:30 p.m. Main Chapel
Banquet- A student led prayer service and fellowship

Wednesday, March 8

12:15p.m. Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass
5 p.m.-7 p.m. Chapel Tower
Carillon Lessons

Thursday, March 9

r

Community^
Service Spotlight

6:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Gospel Choir service and rehearsal

Friday, March 10
12:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel Alcove
Muslim Prayer

Sunday, March 12
5:15 p.m. Holy Eucharist
Music by Chapel Singers
Sermon by Chaplain Heischman
9 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass

Monday, March 13

9 p.m. verger's Room
AGAPE Women's Bible Study

•Featured Event
Courtesy of Sarah Knox'08

Once again, the Psi Upsilon sponsored semi-annual
Blood Drive successfully met and surpassed its donation goal
of 50 blood units. Thanks to over 100 potential donors, the Red
Cross was able to obtain 56 units of blood, possibly saving 172
lives. Because three extra beds were used this semester, the
drive exceeded expectations in regard to efficiency as well as
turnout.
This semester was also the first time Psi U joined forces
with the National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP). Initially,
the fraternity was unsure how successful efforts to recruit and
register potential bone marrow donors would be, seeing that
registration would require commitment to a serious medical
procedure. However, more than 30 people registered with
NMDP during the Blood Drive.
They plan to continue sponsoring the Red Cross Blood
Drive and NMDP recruitment next fall. This type of community service is most rewarding because its impact extends far
beyond the Trinity's neighbors.
Psi Upsilon would like to thank Joe Barber, Elsie Melita of the Red Cross, and Gigi Aguero of the NMDP for thenhelp in organizing the event. Most importantly, they would
like to thank all of the donors for offering hope to those who
are so desperately in need of blood and bone marrow transfusions
-Todd Morrison

Wai-Mart Discriminates Against
Women
An International Women's Day Event
featuring the movie
"The High Cost of Low Price"
Wednesday, March 8
6:30 p.m. Women's Center Lounge,
2nd Floor, Mather Hall

Classifieds
MOVING TO NEW YORK?
I will make your apartment search stress free. Let
me do the work for you. Find apts., advise you on
landlord requirements, tell you about the neighborhoods and lead you through the process. I have
access to the largest rental database in Manhattan,
Call Cheryl at 917-821-4783 or email me at cvasios@citi-nabitats.com. I look forward to hearing
from you.

1Q
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With Hartford on the Rise, Recruiting Benefits
continued from page 24
school, I needed to decide whether I
was going to be a two sport athlete
in college. If I chose to play only
one sport (wrestling or football), I
probably would have gone to a Divi. sion I school. However, I really
wanted to play both sports and Trinity supported my decision."
Director of sports communication David Kingsley, the man in
charge of media relations for the
past eight years, says, "I believe that
lumping us into the NESCAC with
schools like Williams and Amherst
helps as well."
In the past, Trinity has been the
impetus behind improved facilities
around the conference as well.
Robin Sheppard, Associate Athletic
Director and assistant to the First
' Year Program at Trinity, points to
the squash courts in Ferris Athletic
Center for proof. After their installation, other NESCAC schools followed suit by installing new courts
of their own. The same goes for
Trinity's synthetic fields. Nine
NESCAC schools now boast turf
fields, which can withstand the dry
summers and harsh winters of New
England much better than natural
grass. Yet regardless of all the
growing similarities, there remains
one aspect of Trinity that will never
spread to other NESCAC schools:
the urban environment.
Don't get me wrong now — Hartford is indeed improving, and the
evidence supports it. Over the past
two years, it has fallen out of the
nation's Top 10 Most-Dangerous
Cities (in 2004, Hartford was ranked
seventh). But to be proud of that
statistic can only be like recovering
from a drug addiction.
Your
progress is encouraging, but only

after a few more years without a hitting balls for the players; or
relapse will I feel safe around you.
watch Cynthia Butos, Principal LecAccording to Davis, the issue of turer at the Writing Center, pace the
safety concerns mainly female ath- sidelines with the football team.
The coaches are just as personalletes. "I would say 95 percent of the
parents ask me about the safety of ly involved with their programs, and
the campus," she admits. "I guaran- their recruiting pitches over the
tee every coach here that coaches a years have used Hartford as an
female sport gets asked the 'safety advantage.
question' by the parents of prospec"A lot of the success [of Trinity
tive female student athletes. I high- teams] has to do with the recruitly doubt the same question is asked ing," says Hazelton. "We have
with the same consistency to our some great coaches — some recruit
male sport coaching staff."
harder than some other recruiters in
One player at least saw these the NESCAC."
parental concerns come true.
No coaches exemplify the rela"My first time here, I was driving around the neighborhood to the
west of here and saw two guys
breaking into a car in broad daylight," says Erika Heineken '08 of
the women's volleyball team. "That
was pretty shocking, as you can
imagine."
The urban setting of the school
has caused the College to spearhead
other programs which have spread
throughout the conference. In a city
where professors don't live across
the street and students are safer
within the campus, a school turns
inward. As a result, Trinity created tionships between athlete and coach
the Team Faculty Advisor program, better than Paul Assaiante and
which has successfully developed Wendy Bartlett of the men's and
relationships that otherwise might women's squash programs, respechave been lost because of the city.
tively. Arguably the most successful
"It's not intended to be an aca- for both men and women at Trinity,
demic advisor program, although it the squash teams brings a unique
can be," says-Sheppard. "It's just to aspect to the school by recruiting
bridge the gap [between faculty and foreign student-athletes, which
requires an added level of commitstudent-athletes]."
Don't believe it's working? Go ment by the coaches.
to home games for men's basketball
"A lot of the parents [of the
and you'll see Drew Hyland, Profes- squash recruits] will never get to see
sor of Philosophy, in the front row; the campus," says Assaiante. "They
walk by the' tennis courts during know Yale, they know Harvard, but
practice and Henry DePhillips, Pro- they don't know Trinity. When they
fessor of Chemistry, will be there begin to think, 'Wow, they're going

There remains
one aspect of
Trinity that
will never
spread to other
NESCAC
schools — the
urban environment

to take great care of Johnny,' it really makes a difference ... we really
do care and we develop a relationship with the parents and athletes.
We're a family."
Says Hazelton, "It takes a lot of
parenting these kids [from outside
the U.S.] by the coaches to make
sure they know how to get a checking account, how they work, what
American money is, who's going to
take care of them if they have to go
to the hospital."
Thanks to the relationships
Assaiante and Bartlett have developed with their players, Trinity has
attracted other foreign athletes in
other sports, including players from
India, Trinidad, the Ukraine, South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Sweden.
Few coaches sell the school and
their programs more frequently or
more successfully than Assaiante,
the U.S. squash coach for over
seven years. While players from
foreign countries might not see their
new city until arriving for classes,
they are drawn by the closeness of
the student body and the involvement of the coaches, a direct result
of Hartford, says Assaiante.
"While Hartford is a crummy
city, one of the side effects is we get
a much closer student body. We had
2,000 [fans] at Princeton [for the
Potter Trophy Championship]. We
don't have 2,000 kids on campus!"
Assaiante jokes. "So [the players]
could go to Yale or Harvard or
Princeton and play or they could
come to Trinity and be a rock star
and be a part of this close-knit community."
Hartford's capital area is one of
the more beautiful city spots in Connecticut (trust me, I've been stuck
here two decades ~ the cities all
share Hartford's love-to-hate-you

complex). Trinity's original location
shared that beauty until the 1870s,
when the capital of Connecticut
moved from New Haven to Hartford, and the state claimed the land.
Trinity moved to its present location
in cozy Frog Hollow, and the rest, it
would seem, was misery.
Yet Trinity and its athletics programs have not suffered, despite all
the characters from Jorge Lugo's emails.
"The city of Hartford is a twobladed sword, both of which helps
us," says Assaiante. "First, it's the
capital of Connecticut, providing
great internships not provided elsewhere. Second of all, it's a crappy
city, and that leads to a much more
internally-focused student body."
Heineken and Blair both defend
their temporary home. Heineken
cites the location as preferable to a
rural setting, while Blair says, "If
the students were to get involved
more in the neighborhoods around
Trinity, they would find that it is not
as dangerous as they perceive."
Kingsley is also optimistic. "I
think the coaches know how to sell
Trinity ... they like to push Hartford
as the liberal arts school on a scenic
setting where you can still do urban
internships." He points to the
schools across from Trinity's fields.
"That used to be a dangerous neighborhood. Now, we can send kids
there for internships."
The NESCAC competition, the
academic environment, the closeknit student body, the involvement
of the faculty and coaches, the program prestige, the urban internships
— the list of positives goes on, perhaps overlooked at times but
unquestionably unparalleled.
So, in 500 words or less — why
do you want to come to Hartford?
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Seniors End Brilliant Careers
continued from page 24
a NESCAC regular season title, a
NESCAC tournament title, and
makirig the first two NCAA Division III tournament appearances in
the team's history, including a
"Frozen-Four" game last season.
"The past four years have been
unbelievable. The eight seniors are
all extremely close, and overall, this
has been the closest team as group
I've been on at Trinity. We're all
best friends, all the freshmen hang
out with the seniors and vice versa,"
said Timmins
Timmins went on, saying, "Not
only are the players close, so are our
parents. They all have a great time
hanging out with each other and
going on road trips to our games.
My hockey experience at Trinity has
been the greatest time of my life.

Scoreboard

StatoftheWeek,
MEN'S BASKETBALL
(NESCAC CHAMPIONSHIPS at Amherst)

2

2/25: Tufts 88

at Trinity 75
MEN'S HOCKEY

Number of bids the men's hockey team seniors received for the Division III NCAA tournament in their careers. These were the only
two times the program has reached the
national tournament in the school's history.
For more information see MEN'S ICE
HOCKEY onpzge 24.

(NESCAC CHAMPIONSHIPS at Middlebury)
2/25: Trinity 3
3/3:
Trinity 1

at Colby 2
at Bowdoin 3
WOMAN'S SQUASH
(HOWE CUP)

Williams 0
Princeton 4 .

at Trinity 9
, . . at Trinity 5

Yale 5

at Trinity 4
MEN'S TRACK
(NEW ENGLAND OPEN)
Trinity finishes 19th as a team
WOMEN'S TRACK
(NEW ENGLAND OPEN)
Trinity finishes 30th as a team

^
Adam Lad

" i npi •. tin-ni\ !• UP the uu in .iiiion uaiiic Ui1

III

c* $*

MEN'S arid WOMEN'S DIVING
(NESCAC CHAMPIONSHIPS at Wesleyan)
Men finishes 9th as a team
Women finish 11th as a team

Sara Lin
1II«. BJIII -II-. ii|isci (\ifln 'mi In>i lo Bowdoin.,

Power Rankings
The weekly power rankings are based purely on
the past week's games. Cumulative season results
and records are not taken into consideration.

'•'Z.

1. WOMEN'S SQUASH

afei

Made it to the Howe Cup Championship before
falling in the final match, 5-4. Despite the loss,
their postseason run went deeper than ail but
men's squash, giving them the top spot.

2. MEN'S HOCKEY

YOU WANT
TO SEE IN
THE WORLD
Mahalma Gandhi

The fifth-seeded Bantams upset the fourth seed,"
Colby, 3-2 before bowing out to third-seeded
Bowdoin in the NESCAC Tournament.

3. MEN'S BASKETBALL
Cut a 20-point deficit to tie Tufts in regulation of
their semifinal game iffthe NESCAC Tournament.
Overtime swung the pendulum back, however,
and Trinity was bounced for the season, 88-75.

4. MEN'S/WOMEN'S TRACK
The men's team finished 19th and the women
30th in the New England Open, but the Trinity
4x800-meter relay team set a new Gollege record
time of 7:45:73. .
5. MEN'S/WOMEN'S SW9MM1NG
Struggled in NESCAC Championships, finishing
9th and 11th, respectively, but still swam hard.
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Men's and Women's Swimming Sink in NESCAC's
throughout the course of the season.
Overall, the Bantams are a young
team considering that there are only
Trinity's Men's and Women's four upperclassmen in the 2005-06
Swimming and Diving teams roster. Lenihan, Greer and Yoshida
capped off their seasons two weeks are three of these upperclassmen.
Yoshida had a successful weekago at the NESCAC Champiend at the NESCAC Championship
onships.
The NESCAC is regarded as one as well. The Seattle, Washington
of the most competitive conferences native finished 21 seconds behind
in Division III Swimming and Div- Greer in the 100-yard Free, earning
ing. This assessment proved to be him 14th place in the event. He also
accurate in both the men's and came in 16th place in the 1,650-yard
women's competition, held at Wil- Free.
Yoshida holds the two top times
liams and Bowdoin, respectively.
Trinity's men's team placed on the season for the Bantams in
ninth at the championship and was both of these events.
Trinity's fourth upperclassman is
led by breast/tM swimmer Michael
Lenihan '07. Lenihan put forth an diver Christopher Minue '07.
impressive performance and placed Mimie finished tenth in the 1M Divamong the top eight swimmers in all ing Preliminaries, and placed 1 lth in
the 3M Diving Preliminaries. .
three of the Breaststroke events.
Minue was joined by divers
Lenihan, who holds the top
times on the team in the 100 and Brian Hirono '09 and JJ Hall '09
200-yard breaststroke events for the who both placed in the top 14 in
season, placed fifth in the 100-yard both of the diving events as well.
Trinity Jonathan Fugge '08 also
event and seventh in the 50 and 200had a notable performance in the
yard events.
Lenihan was helped out at the championship. Fugge came through
championships by captain and dis- with an llth-place performance in
tance Free/IM swimmer Christian the 50-yard butterfly event, and
Greer '06. Greer, swimming for the added a 14th-place performance in
last time as a Bantam, placed ninth the 100-yard Butterfly. No Bantam
in the 1000-yard Freestyle event, has ever swam either one of these
and came through with an eleventh- events in less time this season than
place performance in the 1,650-yard Fugge.
Freestyle competition.
Trinity's women's team, which
Greer holds the top time for the finished in 1 lth place, was led by its
Bantams this season in the 500-yard two co-captains, Sprint Free swimFreestyle, and is second only to dis- mer Christine Myksin '07 and
tance Free/Fly swimmer Jeff Yoshi- Breast/IM swimmer Amy Corvino
da '07 in the 1000-yard and 1,650- '06, as well as diver Katy Shoemaker '06. Myksin came in eleventh in
yard Freestyle events.
Becausehe is the lone senior on the 200-yard Freestyle event. She
the team, Head Coach Kristen holds the second quickest time on
Noone and the rest of the Bantams the team in this event this season,
have looked to the captain numerous and leads the team in the 50-yard
times for leadership and wisdom and 100-yard Freestyle events.
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS REPORTER

Indoor Track Runs
Hard in N.E. Open
By GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity men's and women's
track teams participated in the New
England Indoor Track Open last
weekend at Boston University and
came away with mixed results. The
men's team finished 19th while the
women's team finished 30th against
competition from all over New England. While the overall team scores
were not as high as hoped for, several individual Bantams performed
extremely well.; The Trinity 4x800meter relay team, consisting of tricaptain Thomas Walsh '06 Matt
Anderson '08 and Hunter Norte '09
Sam Moorhead '08 set a new College record time of 7:45.73 in a
fourth-place finish. Walsh also qualified for the Division III NCAA
individual meet.
For the -women, the best performance of the day; came from
Amanda White '08 who finished. 7th
in the 55-meter high hurdles 'run

with a time of 8:51. Her finish
amounted to the only two points
Trinity collected as a team during
the Open. Despite the season finishing without a high place for
either team, there was still many
good things to look back on. Said
co-captain Nikki Labella '06, "the
best highlights of the season doesn't
necessarily concern one particular
performance but the progress of the
girls during the season. Most everyone has been constantly improving
on their, times. It's nice to be
rewarded with a personal best in an
event after putting in the long hours
at practice."
Furthermore, there is much to
look forward to for next year.
According to Labella, "Much of our
team is young. The only girls graduating are the two captains - myself
and Jackie Kupper. I would expect
stronger performances from the
girls, especially with Kristina Miner
see TRACK on page 23

-

Edwin Pratt

Meghan Apfelbaum '08 is part of a core of distance runners looking to improve.

' Corvino finished the 50-yard
Breaststroke in 18th place. Corvino,
the team's strongest Breaststroke
swimmer, holds the fastest times on
the season for the Bantams in all
three of the Breaststroke events.
Shoemaker also had a good day
at the championships. She placed a
team-high 11th in the 1M Diving
event. This impressive performance
came on the heels of Shoemaker's
Trinity record-setting 1M dive,
which brought in a score of 240.68,
in the team's previous meet. Shoe-

maker has had a fantastic season
leading the Bantams in both Diving
events, and has ended her praiseworthy career on a positive note,
hopefully passing on some of her
knowledge and expertise to her
young teammates.
This appears to be the case, as
Trinity had four divers place in the
top 20 in the 1M event at the championships. Along with Shoemaker,
Jackie May '08, and Chelsea Bainbridge-Donner '09 and Isabel Gottlieb '09 all shared in the honor of

ranking in the top 20. With underclassmen as impressive as these, the
Bantams' diving future surely is
bright.
Trinity's men's and'women's
swimming and diving teams, both
under the direction of Noone, have a
lot to look forward to with a plethora of promising underclassmen and
a few returning grisly veterans to
lead the way in the 2006-7 season.

Squash Individuals Wrap-Up
By G E O F F SCHNEIDER
SPORTS EDITOR
Simba Muhwati '08 won five
consecutive matches to win the
Molloy Division Tournament (33rd64th ranked players in the nation) in
the College Squash Association
(CSA) Men's Squash Singles Championships at Arnherst College this
weekend.
Muhwati, seeded fourth in the
32-player tournament field, won
three contests to reach the semifinal
round and took three of four games.
In the finals, Muhwati took the title,
after losing the first game by scores

9-5, 9.7, 9.3.
Gustav Detter '09 reached the
semi-finals in Potter Division (lst32nd ranked players in the nation)
Tournament Semifinals at Arnherst.
Detter, seeded No. 6 in the tournament field, won the first game in
the semis against the nation's No. 2ranked player before falling in the
third game.
Trinity's Shaun Johnstone '07
and tri-caprain Jacques Swanepoel
'06 each made the quarterfinal.
In women's individual action,
co-captain Larissa Stephenson '06
advanced to the Ramsay Division
Tournament (lst-32nd ranked play-

ers in the nation) in the College
Squash Association (CSA) Women's
Squash Singles Championships.
Stephenson defeated teammates
Ashley Clackson '07 and Vaidehi
Reddy '06 to reach the semi-finals,
where she was defeated by the eventual tournament champion.
Anna Detter '09 made the Ramsay Consolation Finals before
falling in a five set match in the
finals. In the Holleran Division
(33rd-64th ranked players in the
nation) Fernanda Rocha '07 reached
the semi-finals before bowing out in
another five set match and rounding
out the Trinity individuals.

Sam Lin
Sam Lin
Gustav Detter '09 made the semis of the CSA Championship. Anna Detter '09 played in the Ramsay Consolation Finals.
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Men's Basketball Loses to Tufts in Semis Track to
Continue
in Spring
ByTARAFINUCANE
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

13:20 left in the game, bringing the
score to 53-46. Trinity's defense
was essential in the second half,
With a victory over Colby in the holding the Jumbos to 27 second
quarterfinal round of the NESCAC half points, compared to the BanMen's Basketball Tournament, Trin- tams' 44. Martin kept the offense
ity advanced to face Tufts on Satur- going with two free throws to tie the
day, Feb 25. During the semifinal game at 59-59 with eight minutes
game at Amherst College, Trinity remaining.
came out flat against the Jumbos,
Russ Martin '08 took the lead
who were much more energized from his cousin Pat with his clutch
from the start.
shooting as well. The younger
"We definitely didn't have the Martin hit two free throws to give
intensity that they did in the first his team the lead after a tiring comehalf. That was pretty evident in the back, 61-59. The two teams went
score with us being down 17. We back and forth on offense, keeping
managed to get it going into the sec- the score close, but after a missed
ond half, starting with our defense," foul shot by Pat Martin, a quick
Mike Hoar '07 said.
rebound and charge to the hoop by
Trinity was seeded second in the Tufts guard David Shepherd '07 tied
tournament, but dropped the game the game as time expired in regulato the third-seeded Jumbos in over- tion.
time, 88-75. The second loss to
In overtime, Trinity held the
Tufts in overtime in the same season lead for about six minutes but severe
was the second time in two years foul trouble sent the entire starting
that Trinity lost in the semifinals at five for Trinity to the bench for the
Amherst.
rest of the contest. This gave Tufts
The Bantams were down by as the upper hand and allowed for a 12much as 20 in the game, but were 0 run in their favor, spelling the end
able to increase their intensity of the season for the Bantams.
Pat Martin led all scorers with
enough to mount a comeback, culminating in a tie game at 70 apiece 24 points, while Tyler Rhoten '06
added 14 points and seven
when the buzzer sounded.
Trinity used a 16-3 run in the rebounds, and Kino Clarke '07
game to bring themselves back. Pat scored 12 points to go with five
Martin '07 helped to set the tone rebounds. Russ Martin also added
with a clutch three-pointer with 11 points and nine rebounds in the

Squash Team Ends
with Loss to Yale
continued from page 24
Larissa Stephenson '06 fell to Yale's
Miranda Ranieri 3-1.
Going into the final two matches, it seemed unlikely two Yale seniors, would hand over the champihiHH
The moment was all the more a
nail biter as the Bantam's number
one, Vaidehi Reddy '07, and number
four Ashley Clackson '09 took to
the courts at nearly the same time,
posing a challenge to spectators and
team members alike searching for
real-time match updates.
Clackson went up early against
Yale senior Amy Gross but lost the
first game 9-4, while Reddy quickly
fell behind Michelle Quibell 9-5.
With concerned Trinity supporteis
pacing back and forth between
courts, Clackson came back after a
lost serve at game point to post a 95 equalizer and Reddy went down
foi a second straight game.
With the number one match

looking one-sided, all eyes transfixed on court five and the battle
' blazing up. between Clai?kson and
Gross. But the pressure seemed to
influence the freshman's performance going into the third game, ;is
the experienced Gross capitalized
with punishing boasts and drop
sTio'ts.' Trying vainly to fight her wa\
back into the game amid a roar ot
Bantam support, Clackson lost the
third 9-3.
Around the same time, Redd>
promptly claimed her only game on
Quibell 9-4.
As lets and Trinity errors began
firing in all directions on court five
Clackson found herself behind early
on, with Gross leading 3-0, then 5-2,
and finally at match point 8-2.
As Gross defeated Clackson 9-2
and secured a third straight Howe
Cup for the Bulldogs, the Bantam
fan base that had loudly proclaimed
its presence throughout the day
stood silent, at a loss foi words.

losing effort.
Head Coach Stan Ogrodnik considers the final game against Tufts
as "the greatest comeback of all
tune, but you have to ask yourself
why were you 20 points behind in
the first place ... It was incredible
and you have to give our guys the.
credit but we expended a lot of energy coming back."
Eddie Fitzgerald '06 described
his fina! game as a Bantam: "We
came out slow, but we played well.
It was a tough loss. It's tough when
you work hard for something and
come up short, but hopefully this
game and the season as a whole can

be built upon by some of the
younger players [next year]."
The Bantams, who finish their
season with a final record of 18-6,
will graduate four seniors: co-captains Rhoten and Tom Finnegan,
Fitzgerald, and Wes Stonely.
Ogrodnik commends his seniors. "Tyler's performance can
speak for itself, and Tom has been
an incredible captain. This has been
a hard working team and you've got
to credit them. Eddie and Wes were
top quality that live and die with it.
You just don't replace that. They are
four of the highest quality people
we've had here."

r^fii^ili
Edwin Pratt
Trinity guard Pat Martin '07 drives to the lioop against Tufts in the semifinals.

continued from page 22
coming back from her accident for
next year's season." Kristina. Miner
'07, one of the best performers
throughout the year, was lost half
way through do to an accident. "I
think that this indoor season was at
times trying because one of our
most valuable teammates (Miner)
was hit by a car and thus out for the
season. Kristina is the type of teammate that everyone wants to have.
Despite the bad accident, she is now
recovering quickly and has moved
back on campus. It's good to have
her back. She's been a really inspirational teammate for me ... it's
exciting to have her around even if
she's not competing," said Labella.
Not only are the Bantams looking forward to next indoor track season, but they are looking forward to
the spring outdoor track season, as
well. Said Labella, "With a strong
base from indoor track, we are getting ready for the outdoor season,
the indoor and outdoor seasons just
mesh into one big season but they
go by quickly."

Around Ferris
Brought to you by the Trinity College Student Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC)
Today is the 16th Annual National Sportsmanship Day, sponsored by the Institute
for International Sport. The objective of this day is to promote students' appreciation of the critical role of ethics, honesty, and fair play in sports.
What does sportsmanship mean to you?
"Sportsmanship to me is an athlete's ability to treat teammates, coaches,
officials, and opponents in a respectable manner on and off the field. All
athletes instinctively possess a desire to win, but the manner with which
one achieves victory is of utmost importance."

LEIGH MELANSON '07
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Can you be a good sports-person and still be considered competitive?
"That is the definition of a classy athlete ... good sportsmanship and competitiveness. Competitiveness describes the degree to which the athlete
will push him or herself. Sportsmanship refers to the way in which an athlete conducts themselves and motivates their teammates.". . ' ' . • • •
KATIE LENZ '08
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

•\

Has your sportsmanship ever been challenged?
"When the opposing team isn't showing good sportsmanship, I am challenged not to sink to their level. In situations where another team is playing dirty and the refs aren't calling anything, it is very difficult to turn the
other cheek." :
•
•
SARAH COX '07
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

What behaviors do you consider inappropriate at a
sporting event?
"There will-always be a fair amount of cheering for and against a team. I
think it is inappropriate when fans attack the players individually, provoking comments unrelated to the game."

Sam Lin

Vaidehi Reddy '07 reaches for a forehand shot in the Howe Cup Championships.

CHAD BURDETTE '06
MEN'S LACROSSE

S p o r t s I Men's basketball ends season, page 23 Squash individuals play in Singles Championships, page 22
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Men's Hockey Bounced inNESCAC Tourney Semis
By GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS EDITOR
Coming into the NESCAC tournament sporting a 12-9-3 record,
good enough for fifth place in the
conference, the Trinity men's hockey team needed to win the whole
thing in order to qualify for1 the
NCAA Division III national tournament. Unlike last year, Trinity
would not be able to make the
NCAA's with an at-large bid
because of their mediocre record.
Unfortunately, Trinity's bid for a
national spot fell short this weekend, as the team upset fourth-seeded
Colby, 3-2, in an exciting overtime
game, but lost to third-seeded Bowdoin, 4-2, in another close game to
end the Bantams' season.
Trinity had beaten Colby, 4-2,
earlier in the season. Colby got on
the board first half way through the
first period. Trinity answered back
in the second on a goal from John
Halverson '07 on a feed from tricaptain Cameron Finch '06 and
Ryan Masucci '09 on a power-play
goal with seven minutes left in the
period.
Colby came right back in the
third period with only eight minutes
remaining to take the 2-1 lead. With
time running out Bryan Crab tree '06
tallied his sixth goal of the season
with assists coming from Chris
Diozzi '09 and Chris Powers '09
with only four minutes remaining in
the third period.

In the overtime session Trinity
came out flying, out-shooting the
White Mules, 10-3. The effort
eventually paid off, as Diozzi
notched the game-winner 14 minutes into overtime. Assists went to
Crabtree and tri-captain Brendan
Timmins '06.
Diozzi skated the puck out of the
corner and was attempting to hit a
Bantam forward in the slot with a
pass, but it was knocked into the net
by a Colby defenseman, giving the
Bantams the victory.
Henry Breslin '06 picked up the
victory, making 23 saves on 25
shots, while Trinity out-shot Colby'
43-25 in the game.
The Bantams couldn't keep the
momentum going in the semi-finals
the next night, falling to Bowdoin,
4-2. It wasn't for lack of effort, as
the Bantams out-shot the third seeded Polar Bears, 31-21.
Trinity shot itself in the foot .
right out of the gate in the first period, falling behind, 2-0, only 15 minutes into the game. The second
Bowdoin goal proved to be the
game winner; Trinity wouldn't give
up another goal until an empty netter with under a minute left in the
game. Despite the shot totals, the
Bants could not generate a consistent attack against the Polar Bears.
The second period was scoreless
for both teams, with Trinity carrying
the play just a bit more than Bowdoin.
Trailing 2-0 entering the
third, the Bantams were in a do-or-

Edwin Pratt

Bill Maheras '07 carries the puck up the ice for Trinity while goaltender Henry Breslin '06 looks on in action last week.
die situation, and they responded to
the task. Trinity completely dominated play, taking a 14-3 shot advantage. Masucci recorded a power
play goal only seven minutes into
the period with assists coming from
Halverson and Timmins.
"We
thought this was the turning point of
the game. We had just scored a
power play goal, we had all the
momentum, we thought we were
going to win. Unfortunately, we just

couldn't put' another one in," said
Bill Maheras '07. Bowdoin managed to hold the .fort the rest of the
way, sealing the victory with the
empty net goal.
Said Timmins, "we beat them
earlier in the year, and it's always
tough to beat a good team twice. We
came out a little flat, but we had our
chances. Their goalie is one of the
best in the league, and he was giving
up rebounds but we just couldn't put

the puck in the net."
The game marked the end of the
Trinity careers for seniors Brendan
Timmins, Rick Masucci, Cameron
Finch, Barrett Wilson-Murphy; John
Newhall, Henry Breslin, Bryan
Crabtree and Rico Murtha. The
class was part of one of the greatest****
periods of Trinity men's hockey,
amassing a 69-29-8 record, winning
see SENIORS on page 21

Sports and the City
Squash Loses Final ASuccessful
Look at the Recruiting Success of the Lone Urban NESCAC
of Howe Cup,5-4
final season this spring, I ponder the
success of the school, Hartford's
hidden gem, like a taut stomach on
"In 500 words or less — why do an old woman - an asset to be sure,
cheering on each winning point and
By DAVID PIETROCOLA
encouraging when encouragement you want to enroll at this college?" but few can get past the warts and
MANAGING EDITOR
was needed.
It's the application question from wrinkles.
In contrast to these blemishes
After the first four matches, the hell, frightening high school seniors
The top-seeded Trinity women's
squash team earned an impressive two Connecticut powerhouses were the world over. The frustrating around it, the school offers a scenic
14-1 record coming into the Howe tied at two, as Lauren Polonich '08 rough drafts, the advice of guidance campus, the beauty of which has
Cup Tournament at Harvard's Murr downed the nation's number three counselors and parents ... it's caused numerous recruits to rub
Center, losing only in a tight match player 3.-1 in a stunning display of enough to make drive-thru's and their eyes in disbelief that Trinity is
at Yale. Last weekend, over Trinity athleticism and talent, and senior deep fryers seem like promising in fact part of Hartford (unfortunately the recruits all subsequently conDays, the team found themselves up co-captain Margot Kearney claimed career opportunities.
But what if you were allowed to tracted pink-eye). In addition, the
4-3 against Yale and only the num- the number nine game 3-0.
ber one and four matches left to be
In the second round of matches, turn around and ask the school: school has a history of athletic
Isa Restrepo '06 dominated her first "Why do you at the College want accomplishment. This year alone
decided.
"We just need one more," Coach game 9-1 and managed to hold on to me to enroll?" What if schools com- has featured some of the most sucWendy Bartlett said. But it never the next two games for a 3-0 win. peted for you, instead of vice versa? cessful teams in the school's 183When could this all- be made year existence:
came. For the second time this sea-. Junior Fernanda Rocha easily domi— Varsity Football,
which
son, Trinity came away with the loss nated her Yale opponent to also gain possible?
The answer: When you're a boasts a 30 game-and-countirig winagainst Yale - and the Howe Cup a 3-0 decision.
With the Lady Bants now one recruited athlete. Schools have sent ning streak (longest in all divisions
slipped from their capable grasp.
With the championship match match away from the Cup, the you an obscene amount of letters. of college football - thank you,
being played on three courts, mem- momentum began to shift back Curious family members and friends Vince Young)
bers of the men's squash team and towards the Bulldogs as senior co- have yoxi shouting, "I haven't made
— Men's squash, fresh off its
my decision! I just have to weigh unprecedented
the loyal Bantam fan base of stu- c a p t a i n
eighth-straight
my options!" You've become the national title
dents and alumni filled the stands,
see SQUASH on page 23
Jesus Shuttles worth of your- own
— Women's squash, which comlife, sans Denzel and Spike Lee.
peted in the national championships.
Meanwhile, coaches have called
— Men's basketball, which spent
to chat or have spent evenings time in the nation's top 25 en route
enjoying Mom's meatloaf with the to finishing second in the conferfamily. They want your ball-han- ence
dling skills, your hand-eye coordi— Men's tennis, which finished
nation, your ability to run, jump, 21st in the nation after their fall seaswim, dive, block, check, pass, kick, son.
fly. They want you in their school
— Men's baseball, ranked 14th in
colors, headlining their brochures,, a national preseason poll as it seeks
selling their product. You are a its fourth-straight NESCAC regular
commodity, and you're offering season title
them the best four years of your
— Women's lacrosse, ranked as
career ... but what are they offering high as 16th in national preseason
Sam Lin you? ,
polls
As the athletic calendar nears its
The effort was evident on their faces, but women's squash lost the Howe Cup.
Individual
accomplishments
By JASON ACUNZO
SPORTS EDITOR

also abound at Trinity, from the
NESCAC Men's Basketball Player
of the Year (Tyler Rhoten '06) to the
NESCAC Golf Champion (George
Boudria '07) to an All-American in
both football and wrestling (Michael
Blair '06). The great education of a
D-III liberal arts schools has probably enticed them, yet I like to think
they're all sports purists, playing for
love of the game and nothing else.
I'm not alone, either.
"I've always thought that D-III
sports is where the true athletes are.
Once you start Owning kids, it
becomes a thing of money and profit," says Rick Hazelton, who has
been around Trinity athletics for 32
years (the first eight coaching football and .the last 24 as the Athletic
Director).
Women's basketball head coach
Wendy Davis agrees.- "Some D-I
and D-II players lose their passion
for the game but continue to play
because their education is being
paid for through basketball," she
says. "The D-III player plays the
sport simply because she loves the
game and has a passion for it."
One of the most competitive DIII conferences in the nation, the
NESCAC has helped Trinity recruit
student-athletes from around the
country. Hazelton argues that the
NESCAC often attracts student-athletes who are capable of playing at
the Division I level at an Ivy League
school but who wish to play multiple sports, something the Ivies
frown upon.
Says Blair, "Coming out of high
see WITH HARTFORD on page 20

